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Abstract

Classical Mueller imaging can measure the full polarization properties

of an object. The polarimetric property of an object can be described

completely by the corresponding Mueller matrix which contains 16 de-

grees of freedom (DOFs). These DOFs can be related to the currently

known fundamental polarimetric properties which are birefringence,

dichroism, depolarization and polarisance.

Mueller imaging comprises of illuminating the scene with four specific

polarimetric states and to project the backscattered or transmitted

wave by the object on the four independent polarization states, be-

fore reaching the detector matrix which generates the intensity im-

ages. These polarimetric states are chosen to minimize the spread of

experimental error in the matrix inversions for the reconstruction of

the Mueller matrix of the object.

It turns out that in case of difficult situations such as imaging of a

scene for low signal to noise ratio, the polarimetric contrast between

two objects with different polarimetric nature can be extremely less to

be distinguishable. On the other hand, extracting information about

the 16 DOFs of Mueller matrix from 16 images makes it difficult to

derive the relevant information when any a-priori knowledge about

the polarimetric information related to the scene is unavailable.

We propose in this thesis to study an imaging method which is adapted

to the scene under investigation by the use of specific polarimetric ex-

citations. The scenes under investigation have two separate regions

with different polarimetric properties. The specific fully polarized



state of illumination is found by the physical criteria for optimizing

the polarimetric contrast between two segments of the scene. Taking

into account the shot noise of the detector, this new two channel imag-

ing technique named APSCI (Adapted Polarization State Contrast

Imaging), shows a gain in contrast quantified by the Bhattacharyya

distance of up to a factor of 10 compared to what is achievable from

classical Mueller imaging (CMI). On the other hand, it uses the full

polarimetric information of the scene to generate a single image at

optimum contrast which makes it particularly effective to distinguish

two distinct areas with slightly different polarization properties.

After introducing various mathematical formalisms of polarimetric al-

gebra in Chapter 1, we illustrate in Chapter 2 different polarimetric

properties emphasizing the importance of their effect on the different

polarimetric incident states depending on the position of the latter

in the Poincaré space. The proposed observations suggest that there

exist polarimetric states which are more suited to a scene to maximize

the contrast between two areas with different polarization properties.

This section raises the issue of finding the polarimetric states to be

used to optimize polarimetric contrast of the scene being studied.

The complete analytical solution of this problem is proposed in the

next chapter with associated illustrations. The proposed model al-

lows, in addition to a physical interpretation of the imaging problem,

to quantify the limits of APSCI method based on evaluated Mueller

matrices of the scene.

The fourth chapter is devoted to the study of the relative performance

of this method, when scene is subjected to an optical speckle noise as

we use coherent illumination. Numerical simulations show that the

performance of APSCI in terms of polarimetric contrast remains rel-

atively robust and often better than what can be achieved by CMI.



The Chapter 6 is aimed at describing the experimental implementa-

tion necessary for the adaptation of an APSCI system within a CMI

system to obtain a hybrid CMI-APSCI system. Unlike CMI, where

only four known states are used for each of the illumination and de-

tection arm, APSCI requires very precise polarimetric illumination

adapted to the scene and hence challenging. We summarize at the

end, the successful implementation of the hybrid imaging system with

high precision polarimetric illumination and detection where we could

reach a polarimetric precision of 1% measured by Cartesian distance

between target and achieved states when the room temperature is

stable under 10C.

Finally we summarize and conclude the significant results and outline

the possible directions of scientific investigations as well as probable

ideas and innovations in the last chapter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Polarimetric

Imaging

In 17th century, Sir Isaac Newton was one of the pioneers to propose that the na-

ture of light is corpuscular [1], i.e., light is composed of very tiny particles. Though

initially this proposition created ambiguity and doubts, it was later widely ac-

cepted by the scientific community. However in 19th century, Thomas Young

discovered an interference pattern [2, 3, 4] of light while its passage through a

highly narrow slit, which is presently known as diffraction. This observation con-

tradicted Newton’s corpuscular theory of light and popularized the wave nature

of light, as proposed by Huygens [5], and later proved by Fresnel [6].

With the ground-breaking invention of Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory of

light [7], where electricity and magnetism are described as integrally inter-related

phenomena through Maxwell’s equation, a strong mathematical foundation of

light as electro-magnetic vector field had been developed in the year 1864. The

discovery of black body radiation by Max Planck [8], photoelectric effect by Albert

Einstein [9], in early 20th century put again the scientific community in discus-

sion about the corpuscular nature of light. Finally, with the arrival of quantum

mechanics, the wave-particle dual nature of light became widely accepted [10].

Following the acceptance of light as electro-magnetic vector field, the polariza-

tion associated to light wave had been formalized. Historically many observations

had been made regarding the polarized nature of light and effect of it over inter-
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action with material. The goal of this thesis work is to study the polarimetric

signature of light matter interaction and finally use this knowledge to further

develop a polarimetric imaging technique. In the following section we go into

brief history of general imaging technique. Next we see the mathematical for-

malism of polarization of light. After that we present polarimetric interaction of

light and matter using Mueller algebra [11]. Then we study the polarimetric de-

grees of freedom of material before entering in to the next chapter on graphically

understanding the light-matter polarimetric interaction in depth.

1.1 Introduction to general imaging: history and

background

Imaging is the reproduction of the outward form or representation of geometrical

and materialistic property of an object. The history of imaging starts with pinhole

camera or camera obscure [12]. Following that people came up with other imaging

tools such as lens, mirrors and detectors using chemical film as negatives to

todays’ CCD or CMOS detector. All these classical imaging techniques use either

intensity of light in gray scale photography or spectral intensity in color one.

With the discovery of interferometry, the use of the phase of light for grabbing

supplementary information became widely common. The prominent uses have

been in different fields starting from study of atmosphere [13, 14, 15, 16] to

digital holography [17, 18], 3D imaging [19] furthermore to medical application

such as optical coherence tomography [20]. In the more advanced technique of

imaging to collect a complementary set of information about object, we use an

additional property of electromagnetic wave, i.e. polarization, which became a

certain topic of interest in scientific community. In the following section we depict

the motivation behind polarimetric imaging [21] in addition to other classical

imaging techniques.
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1.2 Classical imaging to polarimetric imaging:

why?

The whole technique of polarimetric imaging takes advantage of two primary fac-

tors:

(i) the scene under investigation has to be polarimetrically active, which is true

more often than not in natural objects starting from plasma [22] to tissues [23]

to astronomical objects [24],

(ii) the vectorial nature of electromagnetic wave.

Taking these into account, polarimetric imaging contains additional information

compared to classical imaging. But at the same time such imaging technique

demands precise polarimetric illumination and that makes it more challenging.

In the following part of this chapter we develop a small background of the po-

larization of light, followed by polarization property of material, light matter

polarimetric interactions as well as the corresponding mathematics and finally

the most common polarimetric imaging: Classical Mueller Imaging (CMI) [25].

1.3 Polarization of light

The direction of electric field of an electromagnetic wave gives the instantaneous

polarization of the wave. The phase relation between the orthogonal components

of light provides us the polarization nature of the field. Let us consider that Ex

and Ey are the two orthogonal components of an electric field with corresponding

phases φEx
and φEy

. For example from the Fig: 1.1, the top image shows a linear

horizontal polarization (Ex = E,Ey = 0), similarly for second from the top image

we see linear vertical polarization (Ex = 0, Ey = E). While considering the third

image from the top, for circular polarization, the phase difference φ(= φEx
−φEy

)

is equal to 900. Similarly for φ = 00 or 1800 we get +450, −450 linear polarization.

Phase difference lying in other constant values in between 00 and 1800 we get

elliptical polarization. If the φ(t) becomes completely random with time we get

unpolarized light while, if there is nonzero value of correlation of φ(t) we get

partially polarized light.

3



Figure 1.1: Different states of Polarization

1.4 Stokes vector representation

There have been several ways scientists tried to incorporate the polarimetric

nature of light into analytical formalism [26, 27]. The one which is of our interest

was proposed by Sir George Gabriel Stokes [27] in 1852. Later it was revived

by Nobel Laureate Dr. S. Chandrasekhar in 1947 [28]. In this thesis work we

describe the polarimetric nature of light using Stokes parameter, because it can

represent all the possible polarization states starting from any fully polarized

to a completely unpolarized light and additionally, the light-matter polarimetric

interaction can be expressed by the use of simple matrix algebra.

We consider a pair of monochromatic plane waves Ex and Ey, which are

orthogonal to each other at a point (x, y, z) in space and at time = t and are

represented by the following equations:

Ex(t) = E0xcos[ωt]

Ey(t) = E0ycos[ωt+ δ] (1.1)

Here ω is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave, while δ is the phase

4
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difference between the two orthogonal components.

Any polarization state of light can be completely described by four measurable

quantities, which are the four components of Stokes vector of the light as shown

in Eqn: 1.2. The first component S0 expresses the total intensity while the other

three components (S1, S2, S3) describe the polarization state of the light wave.

Coming back to the electromagnetic vector field mentioned above, without

losing generality, for convenience we again consider z = 0 plane in Eqn: 1.1.

Then the Stokes parameters are defined as,

S0(t) = E2
0x + E2

0y

S1(t) = E2
0x − E2

0y

S2(t) = 2E0xE0ycos(δ)

S3(t) = 2E0xE0ysin(δ) (1.2)

For a more physical insight of the Stokes parameter, we note that S0 corre-

sponds to the total intensity of light wave, while S1 is the difference of intensities

of horizontally and vertically polarized light, S2 is the difference of intensities of

+450 and −450 linearly polarized light and finally S3 is the difference of intensi-

ties between the right and the left circularly polarized part of the light. Hence

from the above definition we can justify that all the Stokes parameters are real

measurable quantities.

Now we can verify from Eqn: 1.2 that as the wave considered is fully polarized,

S0
2 = S1

2 + S2
2 + S3

2 (1.3)

For partially polarized light, the Eqn: 1.3 is no more valid, rather in this case

we need to denote by an inequality,

S0
2 ≥ S1

2 + S2
2 + S3

2 (1.4)
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For an unpolarized wave,

S1
2 + S2

2 + S3
2 = 0 =⇒ S1 = S2 = S3 = 0 (1.5)

1.4.1 Few examples of Stokes vector

Here we give some simple examples of Stokes vectors for differently polarized light.

This helps us to correlate the Stokes vector and the corresponding represented

polarization by it. In the thesis work we use Stokes vector widely and that’s

the reason an intuitive relation between the Stokes vector and corresponding

polarization state can be helpful.

1.4.1.1 Linear Horizontally Polarized Light(LHP)

In this case E0y=0 and then from Eqn: 1.2 we get:

S0(t) = E2
0x

S1(t) = E2
0x

S2(t) = 0

S3(t) = 0 (1.6)

1.4.1.2 Linear Vertically Polarized Light (LVP)

In this case E0x=0 and then from Eqn: 1.2 we get:

S0(t) = E2
0y

S1(t) = −E2
0y

S2(t) = 0

S3(t) = 0 (1.7)
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1.4.1.3 Linear ±450 Polarized Light (LP45 & LP-45)

In these cases E0x = E0y = E0 and δ = 00 or 1800 and then from Eqn: 1.2 we

get:

S0(t) = 2E2
0

S1(t) = 0

S2(t) = ±2E2
0

S3(t) = 0 (1.8)

Here the Stokes vectors with positive sign of S2 and with negative sign of S2

represent LP45 and LP-45 respectively.

1.4.1.4 Right or Left Circularly Polarized Light (R/L-CP)

In these cases E0x=E0y=E0 and δ= ±900, respectively for right CP (+900) and

left CP (−900) then from Eqn: 1.2 we get:

S0(t) = 2E2
0

S1(t) = 0

S2(t) = 0

S3(t) = ±2E2
0 (1.9)

Here the Stokes vectors with positive sign of S3 and with negative sign of S3

represent R-CP and L-CP respectively.

1.5 Poincaré sphere

Back in 1892, Henri Poincaré first introduced the concept of representing po-

larization state on a sphere which is commonly termed as Poincaré sphere [29].

Another commonly used way of representation of polarization is “polarization

ellipse” [30]. The prime difference is: while polarization ellipse is not suitable to

7



Figure 1.2: Poincaré sphere (a) and corresponding Polarization ellipse (b): For
polarization ellipse the orientation angle ψ is defined as the angle between the
major semi-axis of the ellipse and the X-axis (also known as tilt angle or incli-
nation angle) and the ellipticity ǫ is the ratio between the major-to-minor-axis
(also known as the axial ratio). An ellipticity of zero or infinity corresponds to
linear polarization and an ellipticity of 1 corresponds to circular polarization.
The ellipticity angle, χ = 1/ tan−1(ǫ), is also commonly used and can further be
associated to the Poincaré sphere representation. The spherical representation of

the polarization state of light is depicted by the vector
→

P where the length of the
vector (IP ) is the total polarized intensity, polar angle is (π/2−2χ) and azimuthal
angle is 2ψ. In case of Poincaré sphere we can also normalize (by dividing all the
components of Stokes vector by S0) the radius vector to a maximum of unity for
fully polarized light and to a minimum of 0 for completely unpolarized light.

graphically represent partial polarized light, Poincaré sphere representation can

depict graphically those states. Moreover, the calculations required determining

the new ellipticity and azimuthal angles of polarization of a polarized beam that

propagates through one or more polarizing elements are difficult and tedious using

polarization ellipse. Those changes in polarization states however can efficiently

be represented by evolution of trajectory over or inside Poincaré sphere. For ex-

ample, it will be discussed in the next chapter that when light interact with a

birefringent material it is equivalent to a rotation of the polarization state over

Poincaré sphere. Considering all those reasons Poincaré sphere became a useful

way to represent Polarization states.

In fact, it is a graphical representation in real, three-dimensional space which

8
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Figure 1.3: Representation of different polarization states over Poincaré sphere:
LH = Linear horizontal polarization, LV= Linear vertical polarization, L + 45O

= Linear +45O polarization, L − 45O = Linear −45O polarization, RC = Right
circular polarization, LC = Left circular polarization.

allows convenient description of polarized signal and of polarization transforma-

tions caused by the interaction with polarimetric objects. It became of particular

importance as we can connect measurable Stokes vector components with the

Cartesian coordinates of Poincaré sphere. Moreover, the spherical co-ordinates

are easily associated with the orientation and ellipticity angles of the correspond-

ing polarization ellipse representation. In this representation, (S1, S2, S3) are the

Cartesian coordinates and denote the last three components of the Stokes vector,

while (S0, π/2 − 2χ, 2ψ) are spherical coordinates to express the same. For the

representation of partially polarized light, we can use a vector in Poincaré sphere

representation whose length is smaller than one.

The relation between the two coordinates of the representation: the spherical

9
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and Cartesian is as follows:

S1 = S0cos(2χ)cos(2ψ)

S2 = S0cos(2χ)sin(2ψ)

S3 = S0sin(2χ) (1.10)

For representation of partially polarized light, we can consider that it is com-

posed of a purely polarized part with intensity IP and an unpolarized part with

intensity IU . The degree of polarization IP/(IP + IU) for a certain point on or

inside Poincaré sphere is the distance of that point from the coordinate origin

and can vary from 0 to 1 for completely unpolarized to fully polarized light re-

spectively. Orthogonal polarizations are diametrically opposite on it, as shown

in Fig: 1.3, while circular states are located at the poles. The linear states are

on equator and all the intermediate elliptic states are continuously distributed

between equator and poles. The right-hand and left-hand elliptic states occupy

the northern and southern hemisphere respectively.

Because a polarimetric state is represented by a point, a continuous evolution

of polarization can be depicted as a continuous path on and inside Poincaré

sphere. Thus the graphical Poincaré sphere description allows a more intuitive

approach to polarization mathematics. In the thesis work this representation is

used frequently.

1.6 Polarimetric nature of material

All properties of light: intensity, phase, frequency, coherence and polarization

can get modulated by interaction of the light with matter. Here we will concen-

trate on the material properties which change the polarimetric nature of light.

There are three independent polarimetric properties of material: dichroism or

diattenuation, birefringence or retardance and depolarization (and polarizance),

those can describe completely its polarimetric behaviour. To introduce them

in simple terms retardance is the signature of anisotropy within a material for

which the two orthogonal polarization travel with different phase velocity within

the medium. Diattenuation is the differential absorption of light between the

10



orthogonal directions of polarization. Depolarization is the loss of phase corre-

lation among the two orthogonal components of polarization while polarizance

is the increment of it. To develop further the mathematical basement, now we

add a new way to analytically represent polarimetric property of material. This

mathematical representation of polarimetric properties of materials was proposed

by Hans Mueller in 1943. In the following section we provide a glimpse of this

analytical representation of polarimetric properties of material and subsequently

the calculation of light matter polarimetric interaction.

1.7 Mueller matrix

The Mueller matrix is a 4×4 matrix that represents fully the polarimetric be-

haviour of a material. Let’s consider an input Stokes vector Sin which interacts

with a polarimetric material with Mueller matrix M, then the output Stokes

vector Sout can be obtained by:

Sout = M · Sin where M =




M00 M01 M02 M03

M10 M11 M12 M13

M20 M21 M22 M23

M30 M31 M32 M33




(1.11)

Any light matter interaction event can be formalized by Mueller calculus start-

ing from the simple reflection to the more complex cases such as multiple polari-

metric interactions. The more interesting part is to acquire the information of

the physical polarimetric properties from a Mueller matrix of a material or the

vice versa, i.e. to construct the Mueller matrix of a material from the knowl-

edge of its physical polarimetric properties. In the following subsection we derive

the Mueller matrices corresponding to different polarimetric properties and then

further attempt to enumerate independent polarimetric properties from a more

general Mueller matrix [31], as discussed in the following subsections.
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1.7.1 Retardance or Birefringence

The effect of a retarder or a birefringent material on the polarization state of a

light is equivalent to rotation in Poincaré sphere. A pure retarder only affects the

relative phase of orthogonal polarizations of light, does not change the intensity

of it. The retarder Mueller matrix MR is expressed as:

MR =


1

→

0
T

→

0 mR


 (1.12)

where,
→

0 is 3 element null vector and

(mR)ij = δijcosR+ aiaj (1− cosR) +
3∑

k=1

ǫijkaksinR , ∀ (i, j) ∈ {1, 2, 3} (1.13)

mR is just a 3-dimensional rotation matrix. δij is Kronecker delta while, ǫijk

is the Levi-civitá permutation symbol. (1,±a1,±a2,±a3)T = (1,±R̂T )T are the

normalized Stokes vectors for the fast axis(‘+’signed) and for slow axis(‘-’signed).

Thus the fast and slow axes of retarder are defined along the eigen polarizations

of the retarder matrix. The scalar retardance is expressed as

R = cos−1

[
tr (MR)

2
− 1

]
(1.14)

1.7.2 Diattenuation or Dichroism

Some material has preferred polarization axes. The transmission of intensity of

light depends on incident polarization state. If D is diattenuation coefficient

defined as the ratio of the difference of maximum and minimum transmittance

to the sum of the two and if (d1, d2, d3) is direction of diattenuation axis, then

diattenuation vector
→

D is

~D ≡ DD̂ ≡



Dd1

Dd2

Dd3


 (1.15)

In the Mueller representation a diattenuator is represented by a symmetric

12



matrix MD of the form

MD = Tu

[
1 ~DT

~D mD

]
(1.16)

where,

mD =
√
1−D2I+

(
1−

√
1−D2

)
D̂D̂T (1.17)

Tu is the transmittance for unpolarized light. I is the 3× 3 identity matrix.

1.7.3 Depolarization and Polarizance

Depolarization is the property of losing phase correlation between the orthogonal

components of light field upon interaction with matter. A diagonal Mueller matrix

with at least one nonzero element is less than unity represents a pure depolarizer,

i.e. a polarimetric element without diattenuation or retardance.




1 0 0 0

0 a 0 0

0 0 b 0

0 0 0 c



, |a| , |b| , |c| ≤ 1 (1.18)

In the above case the principal axes of the depolarizer are along S1, S2 and S3

directions on the Poincaré sphere. The depolarizing factor associated to each axis

are 1− |a| , 1− |b| , 1− |c| respectively. We define ∆ as the average of principal

depolarizing factors, which defines the average depolarizing capability of material

∆ = 1− |a|+ |b|+ |c|
3

(1.19)

A general form of depolarizer Mueller matrix will be as follows

M∆ =

[
1 ~0T

~P∆ m∆

]
m∆

T = m∆ (1.20)

Where m∆ is a 3× 3 symmetric matrix, whose 3 eigen vectors are along the

three principal axes of depolarization. It can be diagonalized in the form shown

13



above in Eqn: 1.18. ~P∆ represents polarizance vector. The degree of polarization

(DOP ) of a output Stokes vector when a totally unpolarized input Stokes vector

interacts with a material is called scalar polarizance of the material. Actually

the last three terms of the first column of Mueller matrix reflect the polarizance

property of material as we can see from Eqn: 1.20.

Now we have an idea about how different Mueller matrix will look like for dif-

ferent polarimetric property. So, the next target is to extract different properties

from a more general Mueller matrix.

1.8 Degrees of Freedom in Mueller matrix

Any general Mueller matrix is represented by 4×4 matrix. In the most general

case the polarimetric properties of an object represented by the corresponding

Mueller matrix can have maximum sixteen degrees of freedom. Fig: 1.4 shows

the different parameters representing different polarimetric degrees of freedom

and their association to each of the polarimetric properties namely birefringence,

dichroism and depolarization. Birefringence is described by three parameters,

while dichroism is completely defined by four parameters. Depolarization prop-

erty is described by the rest of the nine parameters. The physical polarization pa-

rameters associated to different polarimetric properties can be obtained through

polar decomposition and is discussed in the subsequent sections.

1.9 Decomposition of Mueller Matrix

To extract different physical polarimetric behavior from a general Mueller Matrix,

different approaches have been proposed. The one we discuss is Polar decomposi-

tion, which was proposed by S-Y Lu and R. A. Chipman in 1996 [31]. Any general

Mueller matrix can be represented by the product of three matrices which are

of the form of depolarization matrix (M∆) , retardance matrix (MR) and diat-

tenuation matrix (MD). The interesting fact is that due to non-commutation

of matrices during multiplication there can be six possible permutations of the

14



product depending on the order of each matrix in product sequence. The different

possibilities are as follows:

Figure 1.4: The sixteen degrees of freedom related to the physical polarization

parameters: DOPL, DOPC are linear and circular degree of polarization respec-

tively. The dichroic matrix MD has four degrees of freedom: transmission T of

completely unpolarized light and three parameters associated to dichroic vector

D. Here, D, α ~D and ǫ ~D are respectively the scalar dichroism, azimuth and elliptic-

ity component of diattenuation vector. Likewise (R, α~R and ǫ~R) and (P∆, α ~P∆
and

ǫ ~P∆
) define completely the retardance vector and polarizance vector respectively.

While ∆ denotes the depolarizing power of the Mueller matrix, (V1,V2,V3) are

the three principle directions of depolarization eigen vectors with eigen values δ1,

δ2 and δ3 respectively. These depolarizing axes can be conveniently described by

an axial rotation around the vector direction represented by ~V with rotation an-

gle φ from the orthonormal basis (S1, S2, S3) of the Poincaré sphere. The rotation

is denoted by Rot[~V,φ]. The degrees of freedom associated to ~V are its azimuth

λ~V and ellipticity ǫ~V .
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M = M∆1MR1MD1 (1.21)

M = M∆2MD2MR2 (1.22)

M = MR3MD3M∆3 (1.23)

M = MD4MR4M∆4 (1.24)

M = MR5M∆5MD5 (1.25)

M = MD6M∆6MR6 (1.26)

In scientific literatures, different experimental studies are made using the prin-

ciple of Lu-Chipman decomposition [32, 33, 34]. Generally the decompositions

are classified into two parts depending on the physical location of depolarizer

with respect to diattenuator. In case of forward decomposition the depolariza-

tion matrix precedes the diattenuation matrix, while for backward decomposition

the diattenuation matrix precedes the depolarization matrix [35]. Equations 1.21,

1.22 and 1.25 belong to forward decompositions group while the rest three, 1.23,

1.24 and 1.26, belong to backward decomposition group. The algorithm to get the

basic matrices through Eqn: 1.21 or for its reverse order 1.24 has been developed

in scientific literature [31]. The other decompositions can easily be connected to

each of the individual families using similarity transformations as shown below.

Considering the first family: forward decomposition, in Eqn: 1.21 and 1.22

has a similarity that both decomposition has depolarizing matrix at the left. A

comparison of the above two equations can lead us

M∆2 = M∆1, MR2 = MR1, MD2 = MR1MD1M
T
R1 (1.27)

Hence, if the decomposition of matrices are made using Eqn: 1.21 and 1.22,

such that the retarder matrix and the depolarizer matrix remain the same, then
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the diattenuator Mueller matrices between the two decomposition can be con-

nected by a similarity transformation. Similarly, if we compare Eqn: 1.21 and

1.25 we get,

M∆5 = MT
R1M∆1MR1, MR5 = MR1, MD5 = MD1 (1.28)

Equivalently for second kind the backward decomposition also, we can find

different relations through similarity transformation among decomposed Mueller

matrices by comparing equations 1.23, 1.24 and 1.26. Among the different ways

of decomposition only those are more meaningful which can explain the useful

physical polarimetric consequences. In an experimental setup, if we know be-

forehand that the diattenuator is after the depolarizer then we use backward

decomposition. Again if we know that diattenuator is before depolarizer we use

forward decomposition. But in the case we don’t know the respective position of

the depolarizer and diattenuator, then the forward decomposition family is used

as it always leads to a physically realizable Mueller matrix [36]. Hence, this order

of decomposition is taken into account in the present work.

1.10 Classical Mueller Imaging

Classical Mueller imaging is a technique to acquire images in order to get the

full Mueller matrix of a polarimetric sample [37, 38, 39, 40]. The Mueller matrix

imaging can be performed with a minimum of sixteen polarimetric images, by

using four independent input and output projection states. Though in practice

we sometimes use over determined systems to find more accurate Mueller matrix

from higher number of intensity acquisitions. The over-determined systems are

one of the way to reduce the amount of noise for better evaluation of object

matrix in Mueller imaging [37].

To briefly acquaint ourselves with CMI setup, we can take the example of

the following one of transmissive type as shown in Fig: 1.5. Polarization state

generator (PSG) is used to prepare a desired polarimetric state. For example, in

case of a sixteen acquisition Mueller imaging we illuminate with four independent

input states. Upon interaction of the input polarized states with the polarization
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object, it imprints its polarimetric signature in the light and creates modulated

polarimetric signals which reach the polarization state analyzer (PSA). Each of

the four out-coming modulated polarization signal from object, is projected along

another set of four independent polarization vectors in the PSA arm. Finally

the output intensity of the emerging light from PSA is captured in the detector

(CCD). From those sixteen intensity images we construct the Mueller matrix of

the object.

Figure 1.5: Classical Mueller Imaging setup of transmissive type is composed of
five parts: The first part is source (LASER). The second part, Polarization state
generator (PSG) is composed of several components: a linear polarizer (LP1), and
two liquid crystals (LC1 and LC2) with their respective fast eigen axes at angles
θ1 and θ2 with respect to the linear horizontal polarization (X), while δ1 and
δ2 are the phase differences undergone between polarization components of the
incident light along the fast axis and slow axis (orthogonal to the fast axis) of the
liquid crystals, while passing through LC1 and LC2 respectively. Then the third
part is the transmissive object. Fourth part is Polarization state analyser (PSA).
It is exactly a mirror image of the PSG with all the corresponding components
i.e. liquid crystal retarders (LC3 and LC4) and linear polarizer (LP2). Similar to
PSG components, we define the orientation and dephasing properties of respective
PSA components as θ′1, θ

′
2, δ

′
1 and δ′2. The last and final part is the detector

(CCD).

In this thesis we use 16 image CMI as shown in [41] and further developed

in [33, 42, 43]. In fact, the optimal illumination and optimal projection lead to

a higher signal to noise ratio (SNR) in physical imaging and which in turn helps
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to minimize the error in the reconstruction of Mueller matrix. For the optical

equivalence of PSA and PSG arm, we have now ten parameters to optimize the

imaging setup to reach higher conditionment or quality factor (C ) [41], i.e. to

minimize the propagation of error. Hence considering only the PSA, the param-

eters are θ1, θ2 and four combinations of (δ1, δ2) for each incident polarimetric

states. The theoretical maximum of C is [43]:

Cmax =
1√
3
≈ 0.5773 (1.29)

Thus the results shown by LAUDE-BOULESTEIX et al. [43], conclude that

we can reach the minima in error difference between the original and the deter-

mined Mueller matrices for the following four PSG states (W) and PSA states

(A):

W = AT =




1 1 1 1

0.471 0.471 −0.941 0

0.334 0.334 0.334 −1

0.816 −0.816 0 0



, (1.30)

1.11 Conclusion

In this chapter we have made a brief journey from a more general history of

imaging to polarimetric imaging, which is the specific topic of research. To con-

clude, the total polarimetric nature of light is presented here by Stokes vector and

associated graphical representation can be shown through Poincaré sphere. The

polarimetric properties of material can be classified into three different properties

namely, diattenuation, retardance, depolarization, which are represented by cor-

responding Mueller matrices. The decomposition of Mueller matrices associated

to any complex polarimetric object can be very useful to find the contribution of

each of the above mentioned properties in that object. We also introduce Classi-

cal Mueller Imaging (CMI), which is further discussed in later chapters. For next

chapter, we simulate simple polarimetric interactions of light and matter and

investigate different cases numerically as well as graphically by using Poincaré

sphere representation.
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Chapter 2

Graphical Simulation of Light

Matter Polarimetric Interaction

2.1 Introduction

Depending on the polarimetric state of the illuminating light, an object exhibit-

ing some polarimetric properties can modify this state drastically or let it go

through unaltered. A simple illustrative example is a pure quarter waveplate. If

we illuminate it with a linear polarization along its eigen axis, the polarimetric

state remains unaltered and the object is invisible to the light. On the contrary

an inclination of 450 of the incident linear polarization with respect to the same

eigen axis of the quarter waveplate transforms the linear input state into a circu-

lar one, thus the two states are very far from each other in the Poincaré space.

This simple observation proves that the choice of the polarimetric state of il-

lumination is crucial to optimize the detection of a polarimetric object, and more

generally, to optimize the discrimination between two polarimetric objects. In

this chapter, we propose to give some illustrative examples about the effect of

various polarimetric properties on various input states by emphasizing how much

the input state is modified by the interaction with the sample. To quantify this

effect, we define a Cartesian distance in the Poincaré space.
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Mostly in practice, the polarimetric objects are with polarimetric properties

[1] which are combinations of (i) birefringence, (ii) dichroism and (iii) depolariza-

tion. But to understand each of those properties independently, first we simulate

an object which is perfectly birefringent and its effect on different input states,

followed by study of polarimetric interaction of fully and partially dichroic sam-

ples and then we investigate the cases of fully and partially depolarizing samples.

Once we obtain the effect of different polarization states on different samples, we

want to find out if we can use that knowledge to further polarimetrically differen-

tiate when a scene is composed of multiple polarimetric parts. To simplify, here

we consider a scene with two different birefringent properties and then a scene

with two different dichroic properties followed by similar case of depolarizing

scene to study effect on input states and also to investigate if the differentiation

of the two polarimetrically different parts of each of the scene depends on the

input polarimetric incidence or not.

2.2 Case Study 1: Scene with one polarimetric

property

In the first case study we consider a polarimetric scene with just one polarimetric

property. The primary goal is to identify the change that occurs in each of

polarimetric states upon interaction with a polarimetric object. To quantify the

effect of the interaction, on each of the input states Sin, we measure the distance

D(Sin) between the polarized part of the input (Sin) and the output states (Sout)

in the Poincaré sphere representation, that is in other word the Cartesian distance

[2] between the last three Stokes vector components of the input and the output

states:

D(Sin) =

√√√√
3∑

k=1

(
Sk
in − Sk

out

)2
(2.1)

Finally, we see the trajectories of the evolution of each of the input polarimet-

ric states over on and inside Poincaré sphere, which enable us to grab a global

intuitive understanding of light matter polarimetric interaction for each individ-
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ual polarimetric property.

2.2.1 Effect of a birefringent object on several input states

Here we consider a birefringent object. In the example we choose, the scalar

birefringence (R) is 900, azimuth (Rθ) and ellipticity (Rφ) of fast eigen axis are

00 and corresponding Mueller matrix of the object can be seen from Tab: 2.1. We

consider five initial states for studies which are depicted in the Fig: 2.1 as Sin1,

Sin2, Sin3, Sin4 and Sin5, while the corresponding output states after the in-

teraction with the objects are Sout1, Sout2, Sout3, Sout4 and Sout5 respectively.

The fast axis of the birefringence vector
→

R is chosen along S3.

Table 2.1: Birefringent object and effect on five different input stokes vectors
corresponding to Fig: 2.1

As it can be seen from the Fig: 2.1, the effect of birefringence on any stokes

vector is rotation in a circular trajectory about the fast axis
→

R with an angle equal

to the scalar birefringence R [3, 4]. The input states are so chosen that they lie

on different ellipticity with respect to
→

R. The ellipticity ǫ are 100, 450, 800, 1000

and 1350 for Sin1, Sin2, Sin3, Sin4 and Sin5 respectively. The corresponding

four components of Stokes vector for each input state can be found from Tab: 2.1.

The respective output states are also mentioned in the Tab: 2.1. Let us consider

the distances D(Sin) between the input and corresponding the output states are

D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5. As it can be found from the Tab: 2.1, D1 < D2 <

D3 = D4 > D5, as the ellipticity angles follow the order ǫ1 < ǫ2 < ǫ3 < ǫ4 < ǫ5.

Furthermore one thing can also be readily seen that all the states lying in the
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Figure 2.1: The effect of a purely birefringent object on input states depicted on
Poincaré sphere representation (S1, S2 and S3). The scalar birefringence is R and
fast axis is along S3 shown by yellow arrow. The fully polarized input states Sin1,
Sin2, Sin3, Sin4 and Sin5 are shown by red, green, blue, magenta and cyan lines
respectively, while the corresponding output states Sout1, Sout2, Sout3, Sout4
and Sout5 are visualized by arrows with the similar colour as of the input states.
The circular trajectories with dotted points from initial to final states show the
rotation of the input states around the birefringent fast axis for different scalar
birefringence ranging from 0 to R.

same ellipticity with respect to the birefringence axis rotate equivalent amount

and hence in those cases the distance D is the same. We verify from Fig: 2.1 and

Tab: 2.1, that birefringent sample doesn’t affect the energy of incoming light, as

the S0 components of all the five output states are equal to 1.

Having said so, we can conclude that the effect of interaction with birefrin-

gent sample on each of the Stokes vectors measured by the shift from their initial

position to their final position varies substantially. Any state lying in the per-

pendicular plane of the birefringence vector traverses maximum distance upon

interaction, while the state along the birefringent vector (slow or fast axis) has
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no impact on its polarization property.

Hence, we can say that certain states are polarimetrically adapted to the

birefringent object to capture the presence of it, while some are smart to ignore

it partially or completely. Now we look into the next two cases of dichroic and

depolarizing sample, whether the last observation remains true or not.

2.2.2 Effect of a dichroic object on several input states

Now we consider two different cases within this subsection. First we look into

a fully dichroic object Sec: 2.2.2.1 and then we scrutinize how the polarization

change occurs on input states upon interaction with a partially dichroic object

Sec: 2.2.2.2.

2.2.2.1 A fully dichroic object

Here we consider a pure and fully dichroic object. Hence, in this case the scalar

dichroism (D) is 1. The azimuth (Dθ) and ellipticity (Dφ) of the dichroic vector

are chosen 00, while the transmission of completely unpolarized light TU is chosen

0.5. The corresponding Mueller matrix of the object can be seen from Tab:

2.2. Like in the case of birefringent object, we again consider another five fully

polarized input states, which are depicted in the Fig: 2.2 as Sin1, Sin2, Sin3,

Sin4 and Sin5, while the corresponding output states after the interaction with

the object are Sout1, Sout2, Sout3, Sout4 and Sout5 respectively. The dichroic

axis of the object
→

D is chosen along the S3. The input states are so chosen that

they lie on different ellipticity angles with respect to
→

D. The ellipticity angles ǫ

are 150, 450, 750, 1450 and 1700 for Sin1, Sin2, Sin3, Sin4 and Sin5 respectively.

The corresponding 4 components of Stokes vector of each input state can be found

from Tab: 2.2. The corresponding output states, mentioned in the Tab: 2.2, are

all along the dichroic axis with different intensities depending on their components

along dichroic axis. In case of dichroism we can verify from Tab: 2.2, that Eqn: 1.3

is valid and hence output states are fully polarized. In the Fig: 2.2, exceptionally,

for clarity purpose, we choose to represent the decrement of their total intensities

with respect to those of the input states by the reduction of the length of the

output vectors. The Cartesian distances D(Sin) between input and corresponding
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output states are D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5. As it can be found from Tab: 2.2,

D1 < D2 < D3 < D4 > D5, as the components of input states along dichroic axis

follow the order Sin13 > Sin23 > Sin33 > Sin43 > Sin53 . In fact the distance D

increases as the ellipticity of the corresponding polarization ellipse of the incident

polarization in Poincaré sphere decreases till it reaches the perpendicular plane

of the dichroic vector where ellipticity is 0 and then as the ellipticity decreases

further to a negative value, D starts to get decreased. Finally for the state

orthogonal to the dichroic axis that is for the state exactly opposite in Poincaré

sphere, the distance D becomes minimum. In this specific case for an input state

with ellipticity 0, we get Dmax equals to 1.1180. The path shown in each case

represents rotation of the dichroic axis from the direction of initial states to the

direction S3, without altering the scalar dichroic value. Hence, we can observe

from Fig: 2.2 that for the initial point on the trajectory the output intensity is

maximum (in this case equal to 1), as Sin is in the same direction of dichroic

axis. Then slowly the output intensity decreases as the dichroic vector direction

rotates away from the direction of Sin. If the dichroic vector is orthogonal to the

Sin, the output intensity (Sout0) is equal to 0. Furthermore one thing also can be

recognized that all the states lying in the same ellipticity angle with respect to

the dichroic axis move equivalent amount and hence in those cases D are same.

Table 2.2: A fully dichroic object and its effect on five different input Stokes
vectors corresponding to Fig: 2.2
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Figure 2.2: The effect of a fully dichroic object on input states depicted on
Poincaré sphere representation (S1, S2 and S3). The scalar dichroism is D (=1)
and dichroic axis is along S3 shown by yellow arrow. The fully polarized input
states Sin1, Sin2, Sin3, Sin4 and Sin5 are shown by red, green, blue, magenta
and cyan lines respectively, while the corresponding output states Sout1, Sout2,
Sout3, Sout4 and Sout5 are visualized by overlapping arrows along dichroic axis
with the similar colour as of the input states. The curvilinear trajectories with
dotted points from initial to final states show the virtual paths traversed by
input Stokes vectors for the rotation of direction of dichroic axes starting along
the input states up to along S3. All the output states are fully polarized, however
their lengths are shortened to depict the decrement in their total intensity due to
the interaction with the dichroic object.

2.2.2.2 A partially dichroic object

Now we investigate a partially dichroic object. In the concerned case the scalar

dichroism (D) is 0.5 and the azimuth (Dθ) and ellipticity (Dφ) of the dichroic

vector are 00, while the transmission of completely unpolarized light TU is 0.67.

The corresponding Mueller matrix of the object can be seen from Tab: 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The effect of a partially dichroic object on input states depicted on
Poincaré sphere representation (S1, S2 and S3). The dichroic axis is along S3

shown by yellow arrow and the length of the arrow signifies the value of scalar
dichroism D. The fully polarized input states Sin1, Sin2, Sin3, Sin4 and Sin5

are shown by red, green, blue, magenta and cyan lines respectively, while the
corresponding output states Sout1, Sout2, Sout3, Sout4 and Sout5 are visualized
by arrows with similar colour as input states. The curvilinear trajectories with
dotted points from initial to final states show the virtual paths traversed by
input Stokes vectors for the rotation of direction of dichroic axes starting along
the input states up to along S3. Here all the output states are fully polarized,
but their lengths are shortened to depict the decrement in their total intensities
due to the interaction with dichroic object.

We have considered five fully polarized input states, which are depicted in

the Fig: 2.3 as Sin1, Sin2, Sin3, Sin4 and Sin5, while the corresponding output

states after the interaction with the object are Sout1, Sout2, Sout3, Sout4 and

Sout5 respectively. The input states are exactly the same as in the case of fully

dichroic object. The dichroic axis of the object
→

D is along S3 and shown by

yellow arrow in the Fig: 2.3, while the length of the arrow signifies the scalar

dichroism of the object. The input states are so chosen that they lie on different
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Table 2.3: Partially dichroic object and effect on five different input Stokes vectors
corresponding to Fig: 2.3

ellipticity angle with respect to
→

D. The ellipticity angles ǫ are 150, 450, 750, 1450

and 1700 for Sin1, Sin2, Sin3, Sin4 and Sin5 respectively. Corresponding four

components of the Stokes vectors of each input state and output state are shown

in the Tab: 2.3. Here too, though the output states are fully polarized, their

lengths are shortened in the Fig: 2.3, to visualize the decrement of their total

intensities with respect to those of the input states after interaction with dichroic

object. In this case, we can see from the trajectories, that all the input states after

passing through dichroic object are moving towards the dichroic axis in Poincaré

sphere. But, unlike in the case of fully dichroic object, now the output states are

no more along the dichroic axis. The Cartesian distances D(Sin) between input

and corresponding output states are D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5. We can find from

Tab: 2.3, D1 < D2 < D3 < D4 < D5, as the components of input states along

dichroic axis follow the order Sin13 < Sin23 < Sin33 < Sin43 < Sin53 . In this

specific case, D reaches the maximum value of 0.6658 for ellipticity angle equals

to 1800. The path shown in each case represents rotation of the dichroic axis

from the initial states to the direction S3. Hence, we can observe from Fig: 2.3

that for the initial point on the trajectory the output intensity is maximum (in

this case equal to 1), as Sin is in the same direction of dichroic axis. Then slowly

the output intensity decreases as the dichroic vector direction rotates away from

the direction of Sin. Like in fully dichroic case we can here also recognize that

all the states lying in the same ellipticity angle with respect to the dichroic axis
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move equivalent amount and hence in those cases D are same. At this point its

worthy to mention that a deeper analysis can be done to check for different scalar

dichroism what is the ellipticity angle of the Stokes vector for which we reach

maximum D .

The effect of interaction with dichroic object on any Stokes vector is movement

along the dotted path towards the dichroic axis (for partially dichroic object: see

Fig: 2.2) and eventually arriving along the dichroic axis (for a fully dichroic ob-

ject: see Fig: 2.3). The trajectory of approach towards dichroic axis continuously

goes inside the Poincaré sphere, as the energy continuously decreases, though the

output states are still fully polarized. For a perfectly dichroic object, any state

lying along the dichroic axis passes through completely without any change of

its polarization and intensity, while a state orthogonal to dichroic axis loses all

its energy (S0 = 0). We can now conclude that upon interaction with fully or

partially dichroic object, for several fully polarized input states, depending on

their components along dichroic axis, the corresponding output states will be in

different distances in Poincaré sphere with respect to their own positions.

2.2.3 Effect of a depolarizing object on several input states

To study depolarization case, though depolarizing matrix contains 9 degrees of

freedom as shown in Sec: 1.8, we look into only simple cases. First we investigate

(a) a fully depolarizing object case followed by (b) a partially depolarizing object.

According to the definition, in Eqn: 1.19 of Sec: 1.7.3, in case (a),

∆1 = 0,∆2 = 0,∆3 = 0, hence ∆ = 1 and P = 0 (2.2)

The depolarizing axes are along S1, S2 and S3. ∆1, ∆2 and ∆3 are the scalar

depolarization along the three eigen axes of depolarization respectively.

As it can be seen from the Fig: 2.4, all the states become completely depolar-

ized and overlapped in center of the Poincaré sphere. However, from Tab: 2.4, we

can see that the energy of the output states Sout(0) are still the same as of input

incidence. Thus, the changes between any input and output states are exactly
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Figure 2.4: The effects of two different depolarizing objects [a) perfectly de-
polarizing and b) partially depolarizing] on different input states are shown in
Poincaré sphere representation (S1, S2 and S3). For both the cases, the fully po-
larized input states Sin1, Sin2 and Sin3 are shown by red, green and blue lines
respectively, while the corresponding output states Sout1, Sout2 and Sout3 are
visualized by arrows with similar colour as input states. Though in case a), for
a perfectly depolarizing sample all the output Stokes vectors are located at the
centre of Poincaré sphere. In b), for the partially depolarizing sample, E1, E2

and E3 are showing the three principal axes of depolarization.

the same in all the three input radiations concerned. In the Fig: 2.4,

D1 = D2 = D3 = 1 (2.3)

In case (b) the object is chosen to be partially depolarizing with no polarizance

∆1 = 0.3,∆2 = 0.4,∆3 = 0.6, λ~V = ǫ~V = 0, φ~V = 300 (2.4)

hence,

∆ = 0.57. (2.5)
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Table 2.4: Two different depolarizing objects [a) fully depolarizing sample, b)
partially depolarizing sample] and effect of each on three different input Stokes
vectors corresponding to Fig: 2.4.

Here the eigen axes of depolarization are along E1, E2 and E3 as shown in

Fig: 2.4, by black arrows. The corresponding lengths of the arrows signify the

scalar depolarization eigen values along each of those eigen directions. From Tab:

2.4, we can say, while the energy of the polarized part of the input states has

decreased as the component of it along the S3 or E3, the total energy remains un-

changed. In fact, we can say that the input polarization with highest component

along the eigen direction with least eigen value is maximum depolarized, while

input polarization with highest component along the eigen direction with highest

eigen value is least depolarized. The shifts of input states upon interaction with

partially depolarization sample are intuitively more complex. Still, we can see

that the ratio among the components of the Sin along different eigen direction
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is a good parameter to understand the shifts between input and output Stokes

vectors.

2.2.4 Effect of an object with polarizance on several input

states

Recently there have been studies about repolarization properties of material [5,

6, 7]. Here we are going to study the interaction of light with an object having

only scalar polarizance property. In the following case, as we can see from Fig:

2.5, the polarizance vector (P = 0.5, λP = −450, ǫP = 450) is along the yellow

arrow. The length of the arrow signifies the scalar polarizance.

Table 2.5: An object with polarizance and effect on three different input Stokes
vectors corresponding to Fig: 2.5

We have considered three input states, which are depicted in the Fig: 2.5 as

Sin1, Sin2 and Sin3, while the corresponding output states after the interaction

with the object are Sout1, Sout2 and Sout3 respectively. In fact due to polar-

izance, all the output vectors are aligned with the polarizance vector and thats

why they are not visible in the Fig: 2.5, but can be confirmed from the Tab: 2.5.

Unlike the above cases, here we consider input vectors are differently polarized.

We can see that Sin1 is fully polarized, while Sin2 is lesser polarized and

Sin3 is the least polarized of the three. Interestingly, the polarized part of Sin3

increases upon interaction with polarizance sample, while the polarized part of

both Sin1 and Sin2 get decreased. Hence, here for polarizance sample we can
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Figure 2.5: The effect of an object with polarizance on input states depicted
on Poincaré sphere representation (S1, S2 and S3). The polarizance direction is
shown by yellow arrow and scalar polarizance is P (= 0.5) is shown by the length
of the arrow. The fully polarized input states Sin1, Sin2 and Sin3 are shown
by red, green and blue lines respectively, while the corresponding output states
Sout1, Sout2 and Sout3 are visualized by arrows with similar colour as that of
the input states. The output states are not visible as they are overlapping with
the polarizance vector.

observe both increment and decrement of polarized part of light, depending on

the polarization of the input incidence. Though it sounds counter intuitive, but

still we are in agreement with the definition of polarizance that it is the property

of material that increases the polarization of unpolarized light.
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2.3 Case Study 2: Scene with two polarimetric

properties

Here we make our scene more complex with the presence of two parts of different

polarization property. At this point our goal is to distinguish between the two

regions and not the detection of each segment. Hence we take the opportunity

to redefine the distance as the shift between two output states, considering last

three components of each of the Stokes vectors. Let’s say Sin incidents on both

the parts O1 and O2, and the corresponding output states are Sout1 and Sout2 .

Then the shift is defined as the Cartesian distance between the output states as

follows:

D(Sin) =

√√√√
3∑

k=1

(
Sk
out1 − Sk

out2

)2
(2.6)

We know, for a certain incident polarization, if the responses from the two

concerned polarimetric regions are orthogonal to each other, then we can com-

pletely distinguish the regions by using polarimetric projection optics along either

of the output states. Now in Poincaré representation the orthogonal states are

the farthest from each other, as they are diametrically opposite. To take this

observation forward, we can intuitively guess that the distance in Poincaré space

between the two output vectors can be a good parameter to differentiate between

two polarimetric regions.

In fact, we want to find out if the distance D(Sin) can vary a lot as function

of the Sin for different polarimetric properties of O1 and O2. Hence we propose

to investigate some simple scenes as intuitive examples. In the following subsec-

tions, by different polarimetric incident states we first illuminate a scene with two

birefringent parts, followed by a scene with two dichroic parts and finally a scene

composed with two depolarizing part and we study the respective effects of light

matter interaction in all the concerned cases.
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2.3.1 Illumination of a birefringent scene by several input

states

The scene under investigation has two birefringent parts O1 and O2 with prop-

erties as shown in Tab: 2.6, and the corresponding retardance vectors are shown

with thick red and blue arrows respectively in Fig: 2.6. We consider two input

states as Sin1 and Sin2, shown by yellow arrows in Fig: 2.6 a) and b) respectively,

to illuminate the scene. For Sin1 and Sin2, the corresponding output states af-

ter interaction with O1 are Sout11 and Sout21, depicted with red arrows in Fig:

2.6 a) and b) respectively. Similarly after interaction with O2, the two output

states are Sout12 and Sout22, which are shown by blue arrows in Fig: 2.6 a) and

b) correspondingly. The virtual path traversed by input states upon interaction

with the birefringent objects are shown by dotted lines with the same colors as

that of the birefringent axes for easier comprehension.

Table 2.6: Mueller matrices of the birefringent scene, input and output Stokes
vectors and distances between output states corresponding to Fig: 2.6

The green dotted line connects the output states Souti1 and Souti2 from O1

and O2 respectively for input state Sini (i = 1 for (a) and i = 2 for (b)). We can

see from Tab: 2.6 that for Sin1 the distance between the output states D1 = 1.03,

while for Sin2 we get D2 = 0. So, when we illuminate the scene with Sin1, we can

see significant difference between the outgoing light polarization property from

O1 and O2, on the other hand when the illumination is used with polarization

property as that of Sin2, we can’t differentiate between O1 and O2, as the output

Stokes vectors are surprisingly the same. This observation leads to the fact that if

we can adapt the polarization of the incidence light with respect to our scene, we
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Figure 2.6: The effect of two different birefringent objects on two different input
states depicted on Poincaré sphere representation (S1, S2 and S3). The objects
O1 and O2 are with birefringent axis respectively along thick red and blue arrow
and with scalar birefringence R1 and R2. The fully polarized input states Sin1

(a) and Sin2 (b) are shown by yellow arrows. In the respective image (a) and
(b), for each of the input states, the output states Sout11 and Sout21 from the O1

are shown in thin red arrows, while output states Sout12 and Sout22 from O2 are
shown in thin blue arrows. The green dotted lines connect the output states from
O1 and O2 for each of the input states Sin1 and Sin2 in (a) and (b) respectively.
We observe a zero distance in case (b).

can improve our detection. The question remains that how to adapt illumination

with the scene and we look into this aspect in the following chapters. For now,

the current observations lead us to the interim conclusion that some polarimetric

input states are more adaptive to the scene in order to differentiate between

two segments of different birefringence, while some other can vanish altogether

the polarimetric difference between them. Following this, we want to investigate

further in order to find out the statement, made above, remains valid for the next

two studies on dichroic and depolarizing scenes or not.
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2.3.2 Illumination of a dichroic scene by several input

states

The scene under investigation has two partially dichroic parts: O1 (scalar dichro-

ism D1 = 0.8, D1θ = 450, D1φ = 22.50) and O2 (scalar dichroism D1 = 0.3, D1θ =

−450, D1φ = 67.50). Corresponding Mueller matrices are shown in Tab: 2.7. The

dichroic vectors are shown with thick red and thick blue arrows respectively in

Fig: 2.7. We consider two input states as Sin1 and Sin2, shown by yellow arrows

in the Fig: 2.7 a) and b) respectively, to illuminate the scene. For each of the

input states Sin1 and Sin2, the corresponding output states from O1 are Sout11

and Sout21, depicted with thin red arrows, and from O2 are Sout12 and Sout22,

shown by blue arrows in respective images. The green dotted line connects the

output states Souti1 and Souti2 from O1 and O2 respectively for input state Sini

(i = 1 for (a) and i = 2 for (b)) and represents the Cartesian distance Di between

the last three components of the output Stokes vectors. As we can see from Fig:

2.7 and which can be confirmed from Tab: 2.7 that D1 < D2. For this case

also we can conclude that distance between the two output polarimetric states

varies for different input states. Next we progress to a scene with two purely

depolarizing segment.

Table 2.7: Mueller matrices of the dichroic scene, input and output Stokes vectors
and distances between output states corresponding to Fig: 2.7
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Figure 2.7: The effect of two different dichroic objects on two different input
states depicted on Poincaré sphere representation (S1, S2 and S3). The objects
O1 and O2 are with dichroic axes D1 and D2 which are depicted by thick red
and blue arrows respectively. The scalar dichroism D1 and D2 along those axes
are depicted by the length of the arrows. The fully polarized input states Sin1

(a) and Sin2 (b) are shown by yellow arrows. In the respective image (a) and
(b), for each of the input states, the output states Sout11 and Sout21 from the O1

are shown in thin red arrows, while output states Sout12 and Sout22 from O2 are
shown in thin blue arrows. The green dotted lines connect the output states from
O1 and O2 for each of the input states Sin1 and Sin2 in (a) and (b) respectively.

2.3.3 Illumination of a scene with depolarization and po-

larizance properties by several input states

The scene under investigation has two distinct region O1 and O2 with difference

in depolarization and polarizance properties those can be found in the following

Tab: 2.8. In each part, we can find only one nonzero depolarization eigen axis.

As it can be seen from Tab: 2.8, both O1 and O2 are highly depolarizing. Hence

to see graphically some significant differences in the Cartesian distances for dif-

ferent input states, we chose to couple polarizance property in the scene. The

corresponding Mueller matrices for O1 and O2 are shown in Tab: 2.9.
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Table 2.8: Depolarization properties of the objects

Parameters Object1(O1) Object2(O2)

P 0.6 0.2
Pθ −250 250

Pφ 450 −450

∆1 0 0.6
∆2 0 0
∆3 0.3 0
λ~V 450 −450

ǫ~V −250 250

φ 300 600

The nonzero depolarization eigen axes are shown with thick red and blue

arrows respectively in Fig: 2.8. We consider two input states as Sin1 and Sin2,

shown by yellow arrows in the Fig: 2.8 a) and b) respectively, to illuminate the

scene. For each of the input states Sin1 and Sin2, the corresponding output

states from O1 are Sout11 and Sout21, depicted with thin red arrows, and from

O2 are Sout12 and Sout22, shown by blue arrows in respective images. The

green dotted line connects the output states Souti1 and Souti2 from O1 and O2

respectively for input state Sini (i = 1 for (a) and i = 2 for (b)) and represents

the Cartesian distance Di between the last three components of the output Stokes

vectors. As we can see from Fig: 2.8 and which can be confirmed from Tab: 2.9

that D1 < D2. Again, here also we observe that the distances between the two

emerging polarimetric states are substantially different for different input states.

Table 2.9: Mueller matrices of the scene with depolarization and polarizance, in-
put and output Stokes vectors and distances between output states corresponding
to Fig: 2.8
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Figure 2.8: The effect of two objects with difference in depolarization and po-
larizance properties on two different input states depicted on Poincaré sphere
representation (S1, S2 and S3). The objects O1 and O2 are with corresponding
nonzero depolarizing axes D1 and D2 which are depicted by thick red and blue
arrows respectively. The eigen value of depolarization along the nonzero depo-
larizing axes are D1 and D2 and are depicted by the length of the arrows. The
fully polarized input states Sin1 (a) and Sin2 (b) are shown by yellow arrows. In
the respective image (a) and (b), for each of the input states, the output states
Sout11 and Sout21 from the O1 are shown in thin red arrows, while output states
Sout12 and Sout22 from O2 are shown in thin blue arrows. The green dotted lines
connect the output states from O1 and O2 for each of the input states Sin1 and
Sin2 in (a) and (b) respectively.

2.4 Conclusion

Having seen that the response of a scene composed of two different polarimet-

ric properties are very different depending on input states, the question comes

whether we can take the leverage of it to improve the contrast of a physical image

with two different polarimetric properties. We assume here that the maximum
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distance in Poincaré sphere between the responses for a certain input state, gives

rise to the maximum contrast. At this junction, the question remains about the

way to find that specific state which can improve the contrast of the scene and this

is the first milestone of Adapted Polarization State Contrast Imaging (APSCI)

[8, 9]. In the next chapter we extensively discuss about APSCI from a theoretical

point of view.
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Chapter 3

Adapted Polarization State

Contrast Imaging

3.1 Introduction

After looking into light matter polarimetric interaction for several samples, now

we use our understanding to design a new polarimetric imaging technique. Com-

paring to classical intensity based imaging; polarimetric imaging obviously con-

tains additional information taking into account the vectorial nature of the elec-

tromagnetic fields. Detection of scene using polarimetric imaging has been of sig-

nificant interest in the recent past, especially in the domain such as submersible

object detection [1, 2], target detection in scattering media [3, 4] and detection of

inhomogeneity in biological tissues [5, 6]. The numerous imaging systems using

polarimetry can be subdivided into three principal categories: Mueller matrix

polarimeters [7, 8, 9], Stokes polarimeters [10, 11] and two-channel imaging sys-

tems (TCI) [3, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. A Mueller imaging system is composed of

a polarization state generator (PSG) and a polarization state analyzer (PSA)

that respectively generates and analyses the light using four linearly independent

states. This kind of system is able to provide a complete polarimetric character-

ization of a scattering object. A Stokes polarimeter is composed only of a PSA

and measures the polarization state of the scattered or reflected light, while in

the TCI systems, the scene is illuminated with a single polarization state and the
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scattered light is projected on the polarization states parallel and orthogonal to

the polarization of the incident light. Finally, in case of TCI, these two corre-

sponding intensity images are combined to form a polarization-difference image

[12, 13]. Such technique is able to reveal contrasts that does not appear in con-

ventional reflectance images [2, 3, 12, 16]. Let us notice that this method can

be generalized to multiple wavelengths as pointed out by Demos and al. [14, 15]

who have performed deep subsurface imaging in tissues using spectral polarization

difference images.

The polarization states used in illumination or detection in Stokes and Mueller

polarimeters are in general computed to minimize the noise induced correlations

between successive intensity measurements in order to minimize the propagation

of the corresponding errors in the calculation of the polarimetric data i.e. the

Stokes vector or the Mueller matrix respectively from the raw data [8, 9, 11,

17, 18]. Such optimizations imply the use of precise elliptic polarization states.

Very recently, an optimized illumination in active Stokes polarimeters has been

proposed for partially depolarizing scene in the presence of additive Gaussian

detection noise [19] and confirms the interest of a polarimetric excitation adapted

to the scene under investigation [20]. Concerning the TCI method, only linear or

circular polarization states have been used until now.

As we know, the Mueller formalism describes the full polarimetric response of

an object and thus is able to describe completely its properties of birefringence,

dichroism, depolarization and polarizance. But these above mentioned properties

exhibit respectively 3, 4 and 9 degrees of freedom and only few of them remain

pertinent for a given polarimetric scene. Moreover, there could be some situations

when the object and the background would differ very weakly from 2 or more

polarimetric degrees of freedom and that they could become distinguishable only

by cumulating the global polarimetric information. Hence, considering the above

mentioned shortcomings in classical Mueller imaging (CMI), we want to improve

and build up a hybrid imaging system composed of CMI and followed by a TCI.

The TCI system here is adapted to the polarimetric scene under investigation

from the initial data of Mueller imaging. We expect that this new technique may

lead to a higher contrast between a concerned object and background than that

can be achievable through only CMI. This imaging method is called as Adapted
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Polarization State Contrast Imaging (APSCI).

The TCI system, which is used to carry out APSCI, has two principle arms:

the illumination arm and the detection arm. As we have seen in the chapter:

2, that some incident states are more adapted to a scene (with two different

polarimetric region) than others. First of all, for a certain scene, how we can

find the incident polarimetric state for which the output states will be maximum

apart in Poincaré sphere representation (S1, S2, S3). Secondly, what will be the

two projection states for the TCI setup to maximize the contrast. Finally, we

simulate both the imaging technique CMI and followed by APSCI of different

polarimetric scene and compare the output image contrasts considering shot noise

of detector.

At this point, let us consider the assumptions over which the whole APSCI

technique is defined:

1. The illuminating polarization state is fully polarized.

2. The imaging contrast is an increasing function of the Cartesian

distance between the last three component of the output Stokes vectors

in the Poincaré sphere defined by (S1, S2, S3).

3.2 Mathematical modeling of the problem

We consider a scene with a polarimetrically homogeneous circular object sur-

rounded by a homogeneous background as shown in the Fig: 3.1. The Mueller

matrices MO and MB fully describes the polarimetric properties of the two dis-

joint regions O and B respectively for the object and the background. Here MOij

and MBij belongs to R ∀(i, j) ∈ [0, 3]. Considering an experimental situation,

the scene is considered to be a priori unknown and hence we need to find an initial

estimation of the Mueller matrices of the object M̃O and of the background M̃B

by CMI [21] before using our new TCI method. Here similarly, from the physical-

ity criterion M̃O and M̃B belongs to R4×R4. During CMI, we consider that each

pixel of the detector indexed by (u, v) receive an intensity I(u, v) perturbed by

a shot noise of Poisson distribution. Then from noisy intensity matrices Ĩ(u, v),

the Mueller matrices M̃(u,v) are retrieved for each pixel. The noise at any two

pixels of the detector are also considered to be mutually independent.
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Figure 3.1: A circular object of diameter 101 pixels is surrounded by a square

background with side length of 128 pixels

Let us consider a Stokes vector S used to illuminate the scene after the initial

evaluation of Mueller matrices for O and B. Here S ∈ B4. B4 is the closed ball

in 4 dimensions. Which implies, S ∈ R4 : ‖S‖2 ≤ 2. The estimations of the

Stokes vectors of the field scattered by the object S̃O and background S̃B can be

expressed as :

S̃O = [SO0
, SO1

, SO2
, SO3

]T = M̃OS , S̃B = [SB0
, SB1

, SB2
, SB3

]T = M̃BS

(3.1)

In APSCI, we only use fully polarized illumination states and hence, ‖S‖2 = 2

i.e. S ∈ P, where P is the set of fully polarized Stokes vectors corresponding to

all the possible states on the surface of Poincaré sphere.

Likewise in the last chapter 2.3, we define the 3-Distance between S̃O and S̃B

in the Poincaré sphere by the Euclidean distance D considering their last three
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parameters in following way:

D(S) =

√√√√
3∑

k=1

(SOk
− SBk

)2 (3.2)

The goal is to find the specific Stokes vector Smax for which,

D(Smax) = max
S∈P

(D(S)) (3.3)

3.3 The solution

Let us consider the following equations,

∆M = M̃O − M̃B =




∆m00 ∆m01 ∆m02 ∆m03

∆m10 ∆m11 ∆m12 ∆m13

∆m20 ∆m21 ∆m22 ∆m23

∆m30 ∆m31 ∆m32 ∆m33




(3.4)

Then, under illumination of the scene with the Stokes vector S = (s0, s1, s2, s3)
T ,

the difference vector is

∆M.S =
(
M̃O − M̃B

)
.S = (3.5)




∆m00s0 +∆m01s1 +∆m02s2 +∆m03s3

∆m10s0 +∆m11s1 +∆m12s2 +∆m13s3

∆m20s0 +∆m21s1 +∆m22s2 +∆m23s3

∆m30s0 +∆m31s1 +∆m32s2 +∆m33s3




(3.6)

Hence, from Eqn: 3.3, we have to maximize the sum of the squares of the

last three components of the right hand side of Eqn: 3.5. Now this term is the

3-Distance quadratic function of si’s, ∀i ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3. Let us denote this quadratic

function by Q (s0, s1, s2, s3). Then we get,

Q (s0, s1, s2, s3) =
3∑

j=1

(
3∑

i=0

∆mjisi

)2

=
3∑

i,j=0

aijsisj (3.7)
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Here, we want to specify that we would like to have a symmetric solution for

aij and which is unique. It can be calculated from Eqn: 3.7 that

aij =
3∑

k=1

∆mki∆mkj, ∀i, j ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3 (3.8)

From Eqn: 3.8, we can easily verify that aij’s ∀i, j ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3 are symmetric.

Hence,

A(i, j) = aij = aji, ∀i, j ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3 (3.9)

Here A is a real symmetric 4×4 matrix, which implies that all its eigen values

and eigen vectors are real and can be diagonalised to Ad by an orthogonal matrix

transformation of form OTAO, where O is orthogonal matrix (columns of which

are eigen vectors of A) and Ad is real and diagonal (having the corresponding

eigenvalues of A on the diagonal).

Thus,

max (Q (s0, s1, s2, s3)) = max

(
3∑

i,j=0

aijsisj

)
= max

(
STAS

)
(3.10)

From linear algebra we know that Q will be maximum for Sin = Smax, where

Smax is the eigen vector of A corresponding to maximum eigen value λmax. Hence

we get,

max (Q) = ST
maxASmax = λmax ‖Smax‖2 (3.11)

3.4 3 Distance Eigen Space(3-DES)

An orthogonal transformation in 2D is similar to an operation of rotation. Thus,

the transformation of S0, S1, S2, S3 space to the eigen space of matrix correspond-

ing to 3-Distance Quadratic Function is equivalent to a rotation in 4D space.

Moreover, from a set of orthogonal basis (here it is S0, S1, S2, S3) if we move to

the eigen bases of a symmetric matrix (in this case it is A), the new bases will also
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remain orthogonal. The nomenclature for this new rotated space is from now on

will be 3-Distance eigen space (3DES). 3DES has two intrinsic properties. Firstly,

it depends on the quadratic form we work with, which is very general and irre-

spective of the imaging problem we are addressing here (though in this specific

case the distance function we are working with) Eqn: 3.7 and secondly it depends

on the exact Mueller matrices of the scene we work with and this is what makes

the 3DES adaptive to our imaging. Now if we concentrate on the trace of A, we

can see that:

Tr (A) =
3∑

i=0

aii =
3∑

i=0

3∑

k=1

∆mki∆mki =

3∑

i,k=0

(∆mki)
2 −

3∑

j=0

(∆m0j)
2 =

3∑

i=0

λi (3.12)

Here λi’s (∀i ∈ (0, 1, 2, 3)) are the eigen values of A. As we know under

similarity transformation the trace is conserved and hence Eqn: 3.12. In the

result section we analyse some properties of 3DES and it becomes immensely

helpful to understand underlying physics of APSCI.

3.5 The adapted illumination technique

Here we finally determine the exact polarimetric illumination state of APSCI by

taking into account the above analytical solution along with physical realization

criteria. Firstly, as we have seen in the last section λmax and Smax are real,

hence we can reach a physically realizable solution. Though due to the solution

space (i.e. ‖S‖2 ≤ 2) we work with, we may come up with solutions where input

Stokes vectors are not fully polarized. For the sake of APSCI, only fully polarized

solutions are selected. As we can readily see from Eqn: 3.11, the maximum 3-

Distance is proportional to ‖S2
max‖, which is maximum and equal to 2 for only

fully polarized illumination. However, the upper limit of the 3-Distance is 2λmax,

but it might not be achievable in most of the imaging situations. In fact here, we

are obtaining the direction of the illumination state using mathematical algorithm
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and then we are stretching out Stokes vector norm to unity in order to achieve

specific fully polarized incident light. So, the algorithm we use to get Snew
max after

initial evaluation of Smax is as follow :

1. Normalisation by the last 3 parameters:

Snew
max =

Smax√√√√
3∑

k=1

(Smaxk
)2

(3.13)

2. Selection of the physical solution by multiplying by -1 the entire Stokes vector

in case its component So describing the intensity is negative.

Concerning step 2 as we can see from Eqn: 3.11, Smax and −Smax both will yield

the maximum of 3-Distance Quadratic Function, and hence we choose the phys-

ically possible solution so that Smax0
is positive.

We would also like to mention here that though the input Stokes vector are

fully polarized, the output Stokes vectors S̃O and S̃B are not normalized and

hence they can exhibit different rates of depolarization. As a consequence, the

maximization of the 3-Distance mentioned above takes into account both the

physical entities: the polarization state and the intensity of the polarized part of

the scattered field.

3.6 The adapted detection technique

In the detection part we project the scattered fields SO
out and SB

out respectively

from O and B into some state Sd on the surface of Poincaré sphere. Then to

maximise the imaging contrast we have to maximise the difference of projection.

Hence we have to maximize the following function F (Sd)

F (Sd) = Sd.S
O
out − Sd.S

B
out (3.14)

where ‖Sd‖2 = 2
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In order to optimize F (Sd) we differentiate both side of Eqn: 3.14 and set it

equal to 0 and get,

dF (Sd) = dSd.(S
O
out − SB

out) = 0 (3.15)

Hence we can say from Eqn: 3.15, that dSd is orthogonal to (SO
out − SB

out).

Again differentiating ‖Sd‖2 = 2 we get,

2dSd.Sd = 0 (3.16)

So by comparing Eqn: 3.15 and Eqn: 3.16, |F | will be maximum for Sd parallel

and antiparallel to (SO
out−SB

out). Now, we use a two channel imaging (TCI) system

that projects SO
out and S

B
out, into the following 2 orthogonal polarization states of

analyzer:

Sout1 =
[
1, ∆~ST/

∥∥∥∆~S
∥∥∥
]T

, Sout2 =
[
1, −∆~ST/

∥∥∥∆~S
∥∥∥
]T

(3.17)

Where ∆~Si = SO
outi

− SB
outi

, ∀i ∈ (1, 2, 3). Thus, Sout1 and Sout2 will increase

the detected intensities corresponding respectively to the object and background

pixels while imaging.

3.7 Choice of APSCI parameter

It has been shown recently that in the hypothesis of a purely depolarizing mate-

rial, the difference of these two intensity images divided by their sum represents

an efficient estimator of the degree of polarization according to its close proximity

to the Cramer-Rao bound [22]. Following this argument, we define the APSCI

parameter for each pixel of the detector indexed by corresponding coordinates

(u, v) as :
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APSCI(u, v) =
I1(u, v)− I2(u, v)

I1(u, v) + I2(u, v)
∈ [−1, 1] (3.18)

where, Ii(u, v) =
1

2
ST
outi

M(u, v)Sin (3.19)

3.8 Bhattacharyya Distance

To estimate the contrast of intensity between an object and background region,

there could have been several estimator to be used. Few of worth-mentioning ones

are Fisher ratio [23, 24, 25], Kullback-Leibler divergence [26, 27, 28, 29], Stein-

Chen method [30, 31, 32] and Bhattacharyya distance [33, 34, 35]. For certain

experimental situations when the mean intensities of object and background are

not a priori known, it is illustrated that in the detection algorithms based on

the generalized likelihood ratio test, Bhattacharyya distance can be an efficient

estimator of contrast. Especially, the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver

operating characteristic (ROC) of the ideal observer is an increasing function of

the Bhattacharyya distance [36, 37].

Let PO(x) and PB(x) be the probability density functions of a random variable

x describing respectively the object and background regions. The Bhattacharyya

distance B(x) is then defined as:

B(x) = − ln

{∫
[PO (x)PB (x)]1/2 dx

}
(3.20)

with ln being the natural logarithm.

This equation is used to perform a quantitative comparison of the detection

capabilities of the 3 types of polarimetric data cited above.

We calculate the Bhattacharyya distance BAPSCI of the APSCI parameter from

the Eqn: 3.18 and 3.20. Regarding the Bhattacharyya distance obtained from

the Mueller imaging alone, we take the maximum Bhattacharyya distance value
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among the 16 elements:

B(M) , max
0≤i,j≤3

(B(Mij)) , (3.21)

where B(Mij) is the Bhattacharyya distance corresponding to the element (i,j)

of the Mueller matrices M.

From the Mueller imaging associated to the polar decomposition, we get a set of

matrices, vectors and scalars, and we define Bhattacharyya distances for each of

these polarimetric entities. As defined in Eqn: (3.21) for the Mueller matrix, we

calculate the contrast parameters B(MD), B(MR) and B(M∆) corresponding

respectively to the three elementary matrices of diattenuation, retardance and

depolarization obtained from the polar decomposition. Then we determine the

Bhattacharyya distances corresponding to the 16 degrees of freedom coming from

the polar decomposition of the Mueller matrix 1.8. The last 2 contrast parame-

ters that can be estimated are the Bhattacharyya distances of the average linear

and circular depolarization power respectively written as B(DopL) and B(DopC).

All the polarimetric parameters obtained from the polar decomposition are sum-

marized and encircled in Fig: 1.4.

Having said so, although we are going to use extensively through out the

manuscript Bhattacharyya distance as our contrast parameter, there are cases

where it is not an efficient way representing contrast as shown below.

3.8.1 Shortcomings of Bhattacharyya distance as contrast

parameter

We have considered the same scene with circular object and surrounding back-

ground with square boundary as in Fig: 3.1. We have subjected both the scene

first with different truncated Gaussian noise for object and background parts.

In Fig: 3.2a), the final intensity map of the object region ranges from 0.3 to

0.4 with mean intensity 0.35 and standard deviation 0.01, while for background

region, the intensity map ranges from 0.4 to 0.5 with mean intensity 0.45 and

standard deviation 0.01. In Fig: 3.3a), we plot the histogram of the image Fig:

3.2a). Here the object histogram is shown by green bars while that of the back-
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ground is depicted by blue bars. We can confirm from Fig: 3.3a) that there is

no overlapping region between the object and background histograms which re-

sults in the Bhattacharyya distance equals to ∞. For the case (b), Fig: 3.2b),

the final intensity map of the object region ranges from −0.4 to 0.21 with mean

−0.095 and standard deviation 0.1, while for background it ranges from 0.19 to

0.8 with mean 0.505 and standard deviation 0.1. The histograms of the object

and background region in case b) are shown in Fig: 3.3b). In this case, though

the histograms of the object and background regions are far from each other, but

there are some overlapping between them. This leads to, between the object and

the background, a finite Bhattacharyya distance equals to 6.9978.

In Fig: 3.2, though the Bhattacharyya distance of case a) is higher than that

of case b), but image of case b) gives the impression of the higher contrast between

object and background region compared to the image of case a). In fact compared

to case a) in case b), there exists higher difference between the mean intensities of

the object and background regions, while the overlapping area of the respective

histogram of the object and background is not significantly high.

Figure 3.2: Two images of the same circular object of diameter 101 pixels is

surrounded by the same square background with side length of 128 pixels as

shown Fig: 3.1. In each of the images the object and background are subjected

to different truncated Gaussian noises. The colour map ranges from −1 to 1 in

gray scale for both the images. The contrast parameter, Bhattacharyya distance,

is equal to ∞ for (a) and is equal to 6.9978 for (b).
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Hence in the above mentioned scenario, Bhattacharyya distance is incapable to

capture the higher contrast image which can be detected by naked eye. We can

progress further in this line, define a new parameter to differentiate statistical

population which will be a better compromise between the difference between

mean value and the overlapping integral.

Figure 3.3: Histogram of the two intensity images: a) and b) correspond to

the Fig: 3.2 a) and b) respectively. In each of the histogram image green bars

show statistics of the object pixels, while the blue bars depict the same for the

background pixels.

3.9 Computational analysis and results

In this section we go in detail to simulate APSCI technique and conventional

Mueller imaging in the presence of shot noise of the detector. Further we study

the relative performance of each method. For having a comparative study of the

detection capabilities of the three following methods : the Mueller imaging, the

Mueller imaging associated to the polar decomposition and the APSCI method,

we compute the detected intensity images from the polarimetric response of var-

ious scenes exhibiting some retardance, diattenuation and depolarization effects

using Monte Carlo simulations. For each of the three methods, the Bhattacharyya

distances of some of the most relevant physical parameters are compared.
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3.9.1 Modeling by Monte Carlo simulations

The Mueller matrices of the object MO and background MB characterize the

polarimetric properties of the scene under investigation. From the Mueller imag-

ing, at each pixel indexed by (u, v), we get the intensity matrix I(u, v) which is

evaluated from the following equation :

I(u, v) = AM(u, v)W (3.22)

Here M(u, v) is equal to the Mueller matrices MO and MB for the regions O and

B respectively.

We perturb the intensity matrix I(u, v) at the detector with a Poisson distri-

bution to simulate shot noise. Thus we obtain the corresponding noisy intensity

matrix Ĩ(u, v). At each pixel (u, v), from Ĩ(u, v), we evaluate the Mueller matrix

M̃(u, v) using the following equation:

M̃(u, v) = A−1Ĩ(u, v)W−1 (3.23)

M̃O and M̃B are then estimated by taking the most probable values of the

Mueller matrices M(u, v) among all the pixels imaging respectively the object

and the background region.

All the simulations performed are under the following assumptions: [38]

• in the CMI, the PSG W and the PSA A are optimized [9] and known at

simulation wavelength of 532 nm.

• for comparison purposes Bhattacharyya distances are plotted for the same

number of intensity acquisitions for each of the imaging parameter con-

cerned: 16 measurements for the evaluation of the Mueller matrix of the

scene and then either additional 16 measurements to increase the evaluation

of the same matrix or additional 16 measurements (8×2 channels imaging)

for the APSCI parameter.
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3.9.2 Comparative studies of different imaging method for

several polarimetric scenes

As an initial point, to compare the contrast of the APSCI method to the one

of the Mueller imaging for the scene Fig: 3.1 that is composed of two purely

birefringent elements. The object and background polarization property differs

by only azimuth of the retardance vector of 180.

Figure 3.4: Images of the scene with two birefringent elements having a difference

of 180 in the azimuth α~R of their retardance vector. (a) Images obtained from

each element of Mueller matrices, (b) image of the scene corresponding to only

M11 element exhibiting the highest value of Bhattacharyya distance among the

16 Mueller elements and (c) image obtained the APSCI parameter. The range

of the scale bars is set by the minimum and maximum value of the pixels inside

each image. Reproduced result from [38]

The retardance vector for the background is (R = 1000, α~R = 180, ǫ~R = 00);

while the same for the object is (R = 1000, α~R = 360, ǫ~R = 00). We compare

the contrast obtained from the two methods at mean SNR value of 0.55 without

any polarizer. In the Fig: 3.4(a), we can observe that only a few elements of the

Mueller matrices can weakly distinguish between the two birefringent elements.

The best Bhattacharyya distance is equal to 0.026, obtained from M11 element,

which is magnified on Fig: 3.4(b). In the Fig: 3.4(c), the APSCI parameter shows

an improvement in the Bhattacharyya distance of nearly ten times more (0.249).

We can see that color bar scale in the Fig: 3.4(b) is [−6;+6], because the image

is not normalized and certain pixels have higher values, while the color bar of

Fig: 3.4(c) is [−1;+1]. We can see nearly half of the pixels of Fig: 3.4(b) are out
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of this range and as a result the corresponding image is strongly saturated and

furthermore it doesn’t exhibit any appreciable visual enhancement. Moreover,

we also mention that the image obtained from the polar decomposition to the

Mueller matrices in CMI doesn’t increase the Bhattacharyya distance and hence

polarimetric contrast at such low SNR levels.

Now to study the improvement in imaging contrast by using APSCI compared

to CMI, in Fig: 3.5, Bhattacharyya distances obtained from the most relevant

Mueller matrix elements and of several polarimetric parameters have been plot-

ted in function of the SNR for various object and background combinations. In

Fig: 3.5, Case (i) describes the case of two purely birefringent elements with only

difference in scalar retardance (R(BG) = 180, R(O) = 360), and (ii) with only dif-

ference between retardance vector azimuths (α~R(BG) = 1000, α~R(BG) = 1180),

(iii) describes two dichroic elements with only difference in scalar diattenuations

(D(BG) = 0.5, D(O) = 0.6), and (iv) with only difference between diattenu-

ation vector azimuths (α ~D(BG) = 180, α ~D(BG) = 360); (v) two depolarizing

elements with different linear degrees of polarization(∆1(BG) = 0.5,∆2(BG) =

0.5,∆1(O) = 0.6,∆2(O) = 0.6), and (vi) difference in the angles φ of the ax-

ial rotation Rot[~V,φ] describing the principal depolarization axes of the materials

(φ(BG) = 180, φ(O) = 360). In each situation mentioned above, B(APSCI) is

compared to B(M), to one of the three following contrast parameters depending

on the polarimetric property under investigation: B(MD), B(MR) or B(MD),

and to the Bhattacharyya distances of some relevant parameters specific to each

situation: the scalar retardance R for (i); the azimuth of the retardance vector

α~R for (ii); the scalar diattenuation D for (iii); the azimuth of the diattenuation

vector α ~D for (iv); the linear degree of polarization DOPL and the depolarization

power ∆ for (v) and the angle φ of the axial rotation Rot[~V,φ] for (vi).
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the Bhattacharyya distances obtained from APSCI pa-

rameter and from relevant Mueller matrix parameters for different SNR values of

six different polarimetric scenes. The scenes are composed of: (i) two birefringent

elements with different scalar retardance, and (ii) with different retardance vector

azimuths; (iii) two dichroic elements with different scalar diattenuation and (iv)

with different diattenuation vector azimuths; (v) two depolarizing elements with

different linear degrees of polarization, and (vi) with different angles φ of axial

rotations Rot[~V,φ]. Reproduced result from [38].
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We clarify here in the Fig: 3.5, for the case (iii), the B(MD) and B(M) curves

are superimposed, as for theB(M∆) andB(M) curves in the case (v), henceB(M)

curve in green colour is not visible in either case. For a sufficiently large value

of SNR, in all the situations studied, the physical parameters calculated from

the polar decomposition give rise to better Bhattacharyya distances compared

to the ones obtained from the Mueller matrix of the scene. We can argue that

the polar decomposition isolates the investigated polarimetric property from the

others, and thus provide higher contrast. At the same time, the operation of

product decomposition of Mueller matrix adds some noise in each of the three

components with respect to the raw data, which leads to a fast degradation of

the performance at low SNR levels. For all the considered cases under study,

the Bhattacharyya distance of the APSCI parameter exhibits some noticeable

increments compared to the higher one achievable from the other parameters. To

numerically illustrate, at SNR around 3.9, the gain in Bhattacharyya distance

from the APSCI method compared to the highest one reached by all the other

pertinent parameters varies from a minimum of around 1.6 for the situation (iv),

to a maximum ratio of nearly 12 for the situation (vi).

From Fig: 3.5, in case (ii), at even low SNR (= 0.9), we can see a gain in

Bhattacharyya distance of around 9.4. This observation indicates that the APSCI

method can be of utter interest to increase the detection capabilities when we need

to deal with extreme experimental conditions pertaining to a low SNR imaging

situation.

Here in Fig: 3.6, we plot the distribution of the optimized states So
inpt with

white dots encircled by black lines, for APSCI in each of the six cases under

investigation. The color scale maps the evolution of the Euclidean distance D for

all the input state Sin. The color mapping of D is static and is done using pure

Muller matrices MO and MB. The black lines on the sphere defines the domain

of input states S for which the D(S) is more than 95% of theoretical maximum

of D, i.e. Dmax. The distribution of the optimal states follows some trends. The

distributions of ensemble of solutions and their nature is dicussed in the following

Sec. 3.10.

Coming back to the comparative performance of APSCI, we can see it is

varying quite a lot depending on scenes under study. We find that from Fig:
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of the different input states Sin, shown by white dots
with black outlines, for APSCI method on the Poincaré sphere for each repetition
of the simulation with different shot noise with same Poisson parameters for
each of the six above mentioned scenes at a certain SNR value. The colour bar
maps linearly 3-Distance D for all the polarimetric states on Poincaré sphere
considering the pure Mueller matrices. The black circles on the Poincaré sphere
denote boundaries of 95% of the theoretical maximum value of D. Reproduced
result from [38].
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3.5, the evolution of uncertainty bars at a certain SNR level is directly correlated

to the spread of the cluster of selected input states in the Poincaré sphere as

shown in Fig: 3.6. If we now extend the investigation, we can clearly relate this

observation with Eqn: 3.12. For example, the sum of the eigen values, which is

proportional to Cartesian distance between MO and MB for the case (ii) in Fig:

3.6, is 0.1958, while the same for the the case (iii) is equal to 0.005. Hence in

the Fig: 3.5, for the case (iii), the uncertainty bar lengths are longer with respect

to those of case (ii). Similarly the distribution of the cluster in the case (iii) has

more spread on Poincaré sphere compare to that of the case (ii) in the Fig: 3.6.

Now we detail the shape of the cluster of optimal states and bring some graphical

notion into the picture.

3.10 Analysis of ensemble of solutions for dif-

ferent polarimetric scene: analytical and

graphical insight

In the following analysis we choose to illustrate the results obtained from previous

sections by considering scenes with various polarimetric properties. In the first

case the object and background have a difference of 180 in scalar birefringence,

while in the second situation, the difference is of 10% only in the azimuth of

diattenuation or dichroic vector. In the last case, we investigate a more complex

scene where object and background differ by 10% in scalar dichroism, scalar bire-

fringence and scalar depolarization simultaneously. In first two generic cases, we

address the ensemble of solutions of specific excitations from the analytical as well

as graphical point of view. We investigate further the 3DES and effect of noise

over it and hence on measurement. At last in the complex scene we study both

the performances of APSCI using analytical method and simplex search iterative

method and compare the contrast level with respect to what is achievable from

CMI.

We can see in Fig: 3.7a), that under several evaluations of Smax for different

realizations of shot noise, the ensemble of solutions is on and around a great circle
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over Poincaré sphere. From theoretical solutions, we can see in this case if we

consider pure Mueller matrices (not affected by shot noise), then the eigen space

corresponding to λmax is degenerate. In this kind of cases, two eigen vectors, let’s

say S1
max, S

2
max, both correspond to the maximum eigen value. Hence we get the

solution ensemble as the plane defined by S1
max, S

2
max. In presence of shot noise, we

consider the evaluated Mueller matrices and we see that the degeneracy in 3DES

corresponding to maximal eigen value breaks and hence one of the eigen directions

becomes preferred over the others. In this figure we have plotted the degenerate

eigen vectors ([1, 0, 1, 0] using the red arrow and [1, 0, 0, 1] using the pink arrow,

both correspond to same eigen value λmax = 0.0979) considering pure Mueller ma-

trices and modified eigen directions ([1, 0.0184, 0.2636,−0.9644] using the dark

green arrow corresponds to eigen value = 0.0887 and [1, 0.0107, 0.9645, 0.2639]

using the light green arrow corresponds to eigen value = 0.0991) considering

Mueller matrices perturbed by a single instance of shot noise. We can easily

verify from the Fig: 3.7a) that the two eigen planes have a small angle between

them in (S1, S2, S3) co-ordinate system and this statistics of the angular shift

between the eigen planes in 3DES can provide the effect of noise during measure-

ments. To provide an intuitive understanding we investigate the case graphically

in Fig: 3.7b). In case of birefringence, the direction of the birefringence vector

in Poincaré sphere is defined by corresponding azimuth and ellipticity, while the

scalar birefringence is defined by the rotation angle around it. Now as in our

scene the object and the background only differ in scalar birefringence, hence

the angles of rotation (for the object denoted by dark blue, for the background

denoted by bluish green) of a polarimetric state around the same birefringence

axis (denoted by the red arrow) are different. The distance between the final

states (heads of arrows) will in turn denote the 3-Distance (denoted by the pink

arrow) in the Poincaré sphere. For any point Sin not lying in the equatorial plane

perpendicular to the birefringence vector, the same angular rotation will always

yield lesser length of the pink arrow compared to any point Snew
max chosen over

the great circle lying on this plane and for all the points Snew
max’s on that great

circle we expect same length of the pink arrow. From this graphical explanation,

then we can further confirm the reason of circular cluster for ensemble of solutions.
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In the upper right corner image of Fig: 3.7b), we show the distribution of

evaluated states on Poincaré sphere. The colour map of the surface of sphere

maps the 3-Distance considering pure Mueller matrices. The black lines defines

the boundary of the region where 3-Distance is 95% of maximum or above.

To analyze the second case, let us consider Fig: 3.7c). In the scene, the

object and the background differ by 10% only in azimuth of their dichroic vec-

tors. This time our 3DES is non-degenarate with respect to the maximum

eigen value and hence we get the solution ensemble as a point cluster. The

blue points are the ensemble of solutions using simplex search algorithm and

the green points are using the analytical method, while the average of the eigen

vectors under several number of trials using different Poissonian shot noise are

plotted ([1, 0.5315, 0.7955,−0.0039] using the blue colour arrow for simplex search

method) and ([1, 0.533, 0.8042,−0.0035] using the green colour arrow for analyt-

ical method which is superimposed with the blue arrow in the figure). At signal

to noise ratio(SNR) = 4.3, though the average of specific excitations from both

the method are more or less close, but still we get more robust contrast by the

analytical method. Here the average contrast = 0.96, standard deviation of the

contrast = 0.04 using analytical method and average contrast = 0.94, standard

deviation of the contrast = 0.05 using simplex search method. The reason can

easily be understood from the fact that the cluster of specific excitations (green

points) of analytical methods are more compact on Poincaré sphere compared

to distribution of states (blue points) by the simplex search method for different

realizations of shot noise. We would like to point out that, due to their differ-

ent dichroism, the energy scattered by the object and background and focalized

by imaging elements towards the detector can be different, and hence their cor-

responding classical SNR’s. Thus, we choose to define here a global SNR by

considering the shot noise generated by the amount of energy received by the

detector without the use of any polarizer and after the back-scattering on a vir-

tual perfectly Lambertian and non-absorbing object, whose size and position are

similar to that of the scene under investigation.

From Fig: 3.7d), using graphical analysis we explain intuitively the ensemble

of solutions in this case. For a dichroic object we define the direction dichroic
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Figure 3.7: a) Ensemble of solutions of the incident adapted states for a scene
with difference of 10% in scalar birefringence. The arrows defines the eigen vectors
using pure Mueller matrices(red and pink) and using Mueller matrices perturbed
by a generic shot noise(light and dark green) b) Graphical representation of the
birefringence scene and at upper right corner: the ensemble of solutions over
Poincaré sphere for different realizations of shot noise. c) Ensemble of solutions
for a scene with difference in 10% in azimuth of dichroic vector. The arrows show
the average direction of incident adapted states from iterative simplex search
method (blue) and from analytical method (green) d) Graphical representation
of the dichroic scene and at the upper right corner: the ensemble of solutions over
Poincaré sphere for different realizations of shot noise. The colour mapping on
the spheres at the upper right corners for b) and d) maps linearly the 3-Distance
for all the polarimetric states on Poincaré sphere considering the corresponding
pure Mueller matrices.
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vector by its azimuth and ellipticity. Under some polarimetric illumination of

a dichroic object the Stokes vector turns towards the dichroic vector and the

decrement of its magnitude is dictated by the scalar dichroism. In the case con-

cerned, our object and background differ only in the azimuth of their dichroic

vectors. Object dichroic vector is denoted by ~DO using the blue arrow, while

the background dichroic vector is by ~DB using the greenish blue arrow in Fig:

3.7d). Any incident Stokes vector Sin on Poincaré sphere will provide more or less

similar 3-Distance. Only the Stokes vector, that is bisecting the angle between
~DB and ~DO, will provoke a scattering in almost opposite direction for object and

background and hence will yield the maximum 3-Distance(denoted by the pink

arrow) and that’s the reason why we get the ensemble of solutions as a cluster of

points.

In order to understand the standard deviation of imaging contrast, which is

higher in the dichroic case than the earlier birefringence case, in our last work [39]

we have defined a new parameter, called the Cartesian distance between Mueller

matrices of the object and the background. This matrix distance is calculated by

sum of the squares of position wise differences of the elements of two matrices.

Intuitively this parameter seems to be very pertinent and explains some results

[39]. Here from eq. 3.12, we confirm that this Cartesian distance is proportional

to the sum of the eigen values of 3DES. The more will be the Cartesian distance,

the more will be the maximum eigen value. Hence from eq. 3.11 we can verify that

the scatterings from object and background will the further in Poincaré sphere

and in turn we will reach higher contrast in imaging. However, in some cases

we have observed that the same Cartesian distance might yield quite different

image contrast as well as different standard deviation of the contrast. This can

be explained by the distribution of eigen values over R. Though in these case,

the sum of the eigen values are same, the more will be the maximum eigen value

with respect to the others, the more will be our achieved contrast. Hence we

can say that the maximum eigen value and the ratios of maximum eigen value

with respect to other eigen values can be the more pertinent parameters for

characterization of a polarimetric scene in these sorts of imaging. Now, if we

again concentrate on Fig: 3.7d), in the corner image we show the distribution
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of evaluated states on Poincaré sphere, which spreads due to the small value

of Cartesian distance between object and background Mueller matrices. Again

the colourmap is linearly related to the 3-Distance for each state using pure

Mueller matrices. The black lines defines the boundary of the region with 95% of

maximum 3-Distance or above like the birefringence case. The colourmap goes

upto 0 in this case, and which can be justified from the fact that here we have a

null eigen value corresponding to 3DES.

3.11 APSCI for a complex scene and why

It has been shown by Jungrae Chung et al. [40], that imaging of different polari-

metric parameter of the same scene leads to a slightly different images. From the

Fig: 3.8(b), the 2D depolarization image of the precancerous tissue the unhealthy

cells with black regions marked in red colour dotted lines are of different shape

what we see in the 2D retardance image in Fig: 3.8(c).

Figure 3.8: (a) In situ Microscopic image of hamster cheek pouch tissue with

precancer. Dysplasia and normal region are marked by the dotted circles and the

lined circles, respectively, (b) 2D depolarization image, (c) 2D retardance image.

Scale bars, 1 mm. Image and results taken from [40].

Hence we can conclude that those tissues are showing multiple polarimetric

properties simultaneously. To further argue, to generate a complete polarimetric

image we need to consider the global polarimetric properties of the unhealthy

and the healthy cells. Again, we know that in APSCI technique we consider
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the total Mueller matrices of the object and background and thus taking into

account the cumulative effect of all the different polarimetric properties present

in the respective region. This is why, we investigate the performance of APSCI

in the complex scene and observe the amelioration in the imaging contrast with

respect to what can be obtained from the other pertinent polarimetric imaging.

In Fig: 3.9 we analyze a complex scene with a difference of 10% between object

and background in scalar birefringence, scalar dichroism and scalar depolariza-

tion simultaneously. In Fig: 3.9a) we have compared the relative performances

of APSCI using simplex search method and analytical method with respect to

the relevant parameters of CMI, by evaluating the Bhattacharyya distance for

different levels of SNR. For comparison purposes, the Bhattacharyya distances

are plotted versus SNR for a same number of intensity acquisitions. Here B(M),

B(M∆), B(∆), B(APSCI) and B(MAPSCI) are the Bhattacharyya distance

available from best element of Mueller Matrix, from the best element of Dichroic

matrix after forward decomposition [41], from scalar dichroism parameter, from

APSCI using simplex search method [38], using analytical method [39] respec-

tively. We can see that the performance of APSCI is quite higher in terms of

achieved contrast that the other pertinent parameters of current CMI technique,

even at low SNR, which is particularly important for noninvasive biological imag-

ing. To provide a visual comparison, at a low SNR = 3.4, we have provided the

corresponding image of the scene in Fig: 3.9b). The image contrast level is 0.05

is shown in Fig: 3.9b)ii., from the best parameter of the total Mueller matrices.

In Fig: 3.9b)iii., using the simplex search method the average imaging contrast

we reach in APSCI is 0.19, while in Fig: 3.9b)iv., from the analytical method in

APSCI we reach an average contrast 0.22, which is around 15% more than what

is achievable by iterative simplex search algorithm [38]. At SNR = 3.4, we also

plot the ensemble of solution for different realisations of shot noise in Fig: 3.9b)i.

Here we can see that the cluster of solution of APSCI by simplex search tool (us-

ing blue points) and by analytical method (using green points) are with angular

separation of around 10o on the Poincaré sphere. This explains the difference in

contrast level from these two methods. Moreover we can also observe that the

standard deviation of contrast is lower using the analytical method. Keeping in

mind, a single shot imaging, which is important for in-vivo applications, using
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the analytical method we significantly improve our last APSCI technique in terms

of reliability and contrast. The faster and precise analytical method also make

the imaging method more robust from the point of view of possible movements

in object during in-situ imaging compared to exponential order simplex search

method.

Figure 3.9: a) Comparisons of contrast from different pertinent parameters by

Bhattacharyya distance vs. SNR curves. b) at SNR = 3.4, (i.) cluster of solutions

from analytic (green points) and simplex search (blue points) method on Poincaré

sphere, and Visual comparison of the complex scene obtained from (ii.) using best

parameter of Mueller Matrix, (iii.) using APSCI by simplex search method and

(iv.) using APSCI by analytical method.

3.12 Conclusion

We have proposed a method to optimize the polarimetric contrast between any

homogeneous object and background, which can be performed irrespective of their

polarimetric properties. Using the Bhattacharyya distance as a contrast param-

eter, we have compared by Monte Carlo simulations, the detection capabilities

of the proposed APSCI method with classical Mueller imaging associated or not

with the polar decomposition, in the case of low flux imaging. In all the simu-

lations performed, the polarimetric contrast of the APSCI method has exhibited
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noticeable increases in the Bhattacharyya distance. The APSCI method takes

into account the global cumulative polarimetric differences between the object

and background and such technique is expected to increase noticeably our ability

to detect and characterize objects. The underlying physics driving the APSCI

method has been explained, using linear algebraic structure of the problem. In

the general case, we have provided the full analytical solution of the ensemble of

adapted illumination polarimetric states needed to optimize the contrast between

an object and its background in function of their respective polarimetric proper-

ties. Given a scene with polarimetric object and background, we have provided

the maximum value of contrast achievable using the APSCI method. We have

also shown that the presence of shot noise broke the degeneracy in the ensemble

of adapted states. Moreover, at low SNR condition, the analytical method has

significantly improved the value and reliability of contrast in imaging, which is an

upshot from experimental point of view. In consequence, this method seems par-

ticularly well suited to increase the detection capabilities of any Mueller system.

We would like to point out that the APSCI simulations have been performed by

taking into account the detection noise for the estimation of the Mueller matrices

which results in an uncertainty concerning the determination of the optimized

polarization states to use. As a consequence, the results can be greatly enhanced

if the polarimetric response of the object and/or background is precisely known

a priori. In the case of coherent imaging, additional studies taking into account

the optical speckle noise on the performance of the APSCI method is done in the

following chapter. Moreover, robustness of this method in function of calibration

errors of the PSA and PSG deserves an entire experimental study, which is done

in the chapter: 5. We can conclude that such adapted polarimetric imaging tech-

nique opens the field to promising applications concerning biological tissues that

exhibit often several polarimetric properties simultaneously.
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Chapter 4

Effect of Speckle Noise on APSCI

4.1 Introduction

The polarimetric imaging method APSCI [1, 2] has been shown to reach beyond

the limit of contrast achievable from the classical Mueller imaging (CMI) with

polar decomposition [3]. The process utilizes a selective polarimetric excitation

of the scene in order to provoke a scattering from the object and background

characterized by Stokes vectors as far as possible in the Poincaré Sphere [4].

Then along with an optimal polarimetric detection method specifically adapted

to each situation, it has been demonstrated that the contrast between an object

and its background could be increased to a higher order of magnitude with respect

to the contrast from CMI with polar decomposition [1, 2].

We propose here to study the performance of the APSCI method taking into

account the shot noise of the detector and the speckle noise in the case of a

monochromatic illumination giving rise to an additional circular Gaussian speckle

noise, where partial depolarization may occur. Moreover, we consider the nu-

merical propagation of errors in the calculation of the polarimetric data from

the acquired raw data. For various situations, where the scene exhibits differ-

ent polarimetric properties such as dichroism, birefringence or depolarization, we

perform a comparative study of contrast level, which is quantified by the Bhat-

tacharyya distance [5] calculated from the significant parameters of the CMI, the

polar decomposition and the APSCI method.
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4.2 Speckle noise and statistics

We have chosen to study an unfavourable situation of imaging regarding both the

speckle grain size and its contrast. Thus, we assume a speckle grain with a size

similar to that of the pixel of the detector. On the experimental point of view,

this situation corresponds to a contrast that is not decreased by the integration

of several grains into a single pixel.

Moreover, we choose to study the effect of a completely polarized and developed

circular Gaussian speckle because it exhibits a strong contrast and so is suscepti-

ble to decrease the performance of the APSCI method. As it is pointed out later

in this article, biological applications of the APSCI method seem very promis-

ing. So, in order to take into account some possible movement of the object, we

consider a dynamical speckle: each intensity acquisition is then submitted to a

different speckle pattern.

The effect of a partially polarized speckle is also of interest regarding the APSCI

method because it combines two antagonist effects: a decrease of the speckle con-

trast that increases the Bhattacharyya distance of the APSCI parameter and a

lower amount of polarized light usable by the APSCI method for the optimization

that, on the contrary, is expected to decrease signal to noise ratio and hence this

distance. In our simulations, the speckle is taken into account by a modulation

of intensity at the image plane that is considered independent of the state of po-

larization scattered by the object and background. This modulation of intensity

is performed according to the probability density function of intensity pI(I) of

a completely developed circular Gaussian speckle that depends on the degree of

polarization P [6]:

pI(I) =
1

PI

[
exp

(
− 2

1 + P

I

I

)
− exp

(
− 2

1− P

I

I

)]
(4.1)

where I is the average intensity.
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4.3 Computational analysis and results

We have chosen to study in Fig: 4.1 the effect of a completely developed circular

Gaussian speckle on three different situations where the object and background

are defined to have a difference of 10% in one polarimetric property: the cases (a)

and (b) exhibit this difference in the scalar birefringence, the cases (c) and (d) in

the scalar dichroism and the cases (e) and (f) in the degree of linear polarization.

The situations (a), (c) and (e) consider only the shot noise whereas (b), (d) and

(f) take into account an additional speckle noise. For each of these situations, we

calculate between the object and background region, the Bhattacharyya distance

of the APSCI parameter and of the other pertinent parameters extracted from

the polar decomposition. For comparison purposes, the Bhattacharyya distances

are plotted versus the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for a same number of intensity

acquisition. We would like to point out that, due to their different dichroism,

the energy scattered by the object and background and focalized by imaging

elements towards the detector can be different, and hence their corresponding

classical SNR’s. Thus, we choose to define here a global SNR by considering the

shot noise generated by the amount of energy received by the detector without

the use of any polarizer and after the back-scattering on a virtual perfectly Lam-

bertian and non-absorbing object, whose size and position are similar to that of

the scene under investigation.

In Fig: 4.1 B(M) is defined to be the selected element between M̃O and M̃B

that provides the best Bhattacharyya distance over the 16 possible elements. In

a similar way, B(MR), B(MD) and B(M∆) represent respectively the best Bhat-

tacharyya distance obtained from the selected element of the birefringence, the

dichroism and the depolarization matrices extracted from M̃O and M̃B using the

forward polar decomposition.

The Bhattacharyya distances corresponding to scenes exhibiting a difference of

scalar birefringence, scalar dichroism and of linear degree of polarization are plot-

ted respectively as B(R), B(D) and B(DOPL). Finally, BAPSCI represents the

Bhattacharyya distance of the APSCI parameter as defined in section 3.8.

Considering the situations (a), (c) and (e) that take into account only the shot

noise, we observe that from a SNR threshold, the polar decomposition that iso-
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lates the property of interest (red and black curves) brings always better Bhat-

tacharyya distances than B(M) (green curve) selected from the raw data of M̃O

and M̃B. Below this threshold, the noise introduced by this decomposition worsen

the situation (as it can be seen in case (a)) because M̃O and M̃B are insufficiently

determined. Secondly, we observe that the parameter BAPSCI (blue curve) ex-

hibits the highest Bhattacharyya distances for all the SNR studied in (a) (c) and

(e). However, for the case (c), we notice that it exhibits also higher uncertainty

bars associated to lower mean values of Bhattacharyya distances compared to

cases (a) and (e). This lower performance of the APSCI method in the case of

dichroism is coming from two phenomena: the absorption of energy due to the

dichroism effect and the Cartesian distance between the matrices of the object

and background defined here as the square root of the sum of the square of the

element-wise differences. Indeed, as previously discussed in [2], a 10% difference

in one polarimetric property between the object and background gives rise to

various Cartesian distances in function of the scene studied. For cases (a), (c)

and (e), the Cartesian distances are respectively: 0.44, 0.09 and 0.14. The lowest

value corresponds to the dichroism case and explains the lower performance of

the APSCI method in that case.

When adding the speckle noise, we observe in (b) compared to (a), a strong degra-

dation of all the Bhattacharyya distances under study. APSCI still remains the

more pertinent parameter to distinguish the object from the background even if

its standard deviation noticeably increases due to the presence of speckle. The

effect of the same speckle noise on situation (c) is plotted on (d). We observe that

B(MD) and B(M) fall to very low values even for high SNR and as a consequence

become unusable for imaging. As a result, from the raw data of the Mueller ma-

trices M̃O and M̃B associated to the polar decomposition, only B(D) reaches an

order of magnitude similar to BAPSCI . Moreover, we notice that the standard

deviation of BAPSCI has considerably increased due to the speckle noise. After

a deeper analysis, we have observed that M̃O and M̃B are particularly poorly

estimated for the case of dichroism (for the 2 reasons mentioned above) and that

the addition of speckle noise worsen noticeably this situation. As a consequence,

selective states of excitation Sin spread near all over the Poincaré sphere, showing

only a weak increase of density of probability in the theoretical optimum region.
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We consider now on Fig: 4.1 (e) and (f) the effect of a partially polarized speckle

noise on a scene exhibiting a difference of linear degree of polarization between

the object and background. We observe only a weak decrease of all the Bhat-

tacharyya distances due to the fact that the speckle, only partially polarized,

exhibits a lower contrast (Cobject = 0.89 and Cbackground = 0.86) than in previous

situations. Moreover, the APSCI parameter gives rise to Bhattacharyya distances

much higher than using the CMI alone or associated with the polar decomposi-

tion.

In all the previous situations, we have studied scenes that exhibit a difference

between the object and background in only one polarimetric property. However,

in such pure cases, due to the numerical propagation of errors, the interest of

using Mueller Imaging can be inappropriate compared to simpler methods such

as ellipsometry [7, 8] or polarization difference imaging methods [9, 10]. However,

Mueller Imaging can be of great interest in the case of scenes exhibiting several

polarimetric properties at the same time.

Thus, in order to examine the performance of APSCI method in such case, we con-

sider a more complex scene where the object and background have 10% difference

in scalar birefringence, scalar dichroism and in the linear degree of polarization

simultaneously. In Fig: 4.2, we show the Bhattacharyya distances of the AP-

SCI parameter compared to the best Bhattacharyya distances obtained from the

CMI associated to the polar decomposition that is, in this new situation, the

Bhattacharyya distance corresponding to scalar dichroism. We observe that both

parameters show only a weak decrease of performance (around 5%) due to the

speckle noise because it is only partially polarized and exhibits a contrast signif-

icantly inferior to 1. Secondly, we see clearly that the Bhattacharyya distances

of the APSCI parameter exhibits much higher values than the ones of the scalar

dichroism. A visual comparison for a SNR of 3.2 is proposed in Fig: 4.2 where

the object can clearly be seen only using the APSCI parameter because of hav-

ing 3.8 times higher Bhattacharyya distances compared to the one of the scalar

dichroism.

We would like to point out that the APSCI parameter of this complex scene

exhibits better Bhattacharyya distances than the pure cases of dichroism and

depolarization studied separately in Fig: 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Bhattacharyya distances obtained from different SNR levels without
(case a, c, e) and with (case b, d, f) speckle noise. The object and background have
a difference of 10% only in scalar birefringence, scalar dichroism and linear degree
of polarization respectively for the cases a & b, c & d and e & f. In case a & b,
(R, λR, ǫR) represent respectively the scalar birefringence, azimuth and ellipticity

of the birefringence vector ~R. Similarly for case c & d , (D, λD, ǫD) represent
respectively the scalar dichroism, azimuth and ellipticity of the dichroism vector
~D. For the case e & f, eigen axes of depolarization of the object and background
are assumed aligned and DOPL and DOPC represent respectively the degree of
linear and circular polarization.
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However, in spite of the same amount of birefringence in the situations of

Fig: 4.2 and Fig: 4.1(a) and that there are additional properties (dichroism and

depolarization) in the mixed case which could help us to differentiate the object

from the background, the Bhattacharyya distances obtained in the pure case of

birefringence are higher than in the mixed case for a given SNR, even if we correct

the SNR value by taking into account absorption that occurs in the latter case.

This can be explained by the Cartesian distances between the object and back-

ground matrices which are respectively 0.44 and 0.13 for the pure birefringent and

mixed case. It can appear surprising that adding some polarimetric differences

between the object and background can reduce the Cartesian distance between

their Mueller matrices and so our ability to distinguish them.

Figure 4.2: Comparison of Bhattacharyya distances vs. SNR curves for the best

performing parameter of CMI (in this case the scalar dichroism) vs APSCI pa-

rameter with (ws) and without speckle noise (wos). The scene is composed of an

object and a background exhibiting 10% difference in scalar birefringence, scalar

dichroism and DOPL. At the same SNR level of 3.2, the embedded images (i) and

(ii) are obtained respectively using the APSCI parameter and the best parameter

of the CMI.

However, it is worthy to notice that most of the elements of a Mueller matrix

describe several properties simultaneously and hence from a qualitative point

of view, the effects of birefringence and dichroism can produce counter-effects

that may decrease the maximum distance achievable between the Stokes vector
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scattered by the object and background. Such observation is true for all kind of

polarimetric measurements, however, as the APSCI method doesn’t consider each

polarimetric property separately, and rather takes into account the whole Mueller

matrices, it is expected to give always the best polarimetric contrast achievable

for a two channel imaging system.

4.4 Conclusion

We have studied in various situations the effect of a completely or partially po-

larized and fully developed circular Gaussian speckle in presence of shot noise,

on the APSCI method compared to the CMI associated to the polar decompo-

sition. In spite of the additional high contrast speckle noise, the use of selective

polarization states of illumination and detection in the APSCI method improves

noticeably the polarimetric contrast between an object and its background with

respect to the one achievable from the CMI, even when pertinent polarimetric

data are extracted by the polar decomposition. Moreover, as APSCI optimizes

the polarimetric contrast combining dichroism, birefringence and depolarization

properties simultaneously, it exhibits remarkably high performance compared to

CMI when the object and background exhibit multiple polarimetric behaviour.

This previous remark makes this technique very promising for medical applica-

tions as biological tissues often exhibit several polarimetric properties simulta-

neously in presence of dynamical speckle noise. Especially, it can represent a

powerful and non-invasive technique for accurate detection of dysplastic areas

in case of tumour ablation. In the next chapter we will look into the details of

experimental implementation of APSCI setup.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Implementation of

CMI-APSCI Hybrid System

5.1 Introduction

After illustrating the APSCI technique from theoretical point of view and study-

ing its added value over classical Mueller imaging (CMI), in this chapter, we

describe the experimental implementation necessary for the adaptation of a CMI

system to APSCI system to obtain a hybrid CMI-APSCI system. Unlike CMI

system where only four known states are used for each of the illumination and de-

tection arm, APSCI requires very precise illumination and detection polarization

states adapted to the scene and hence challenging. Here, at first we introduce our

CMI bench. Then we describe all the modifications and necessity of calibration of

different optical component which eventually lead us to the new hybrid imaging

system.

5.2 Experimental setup of CMI

The general schema of CMI is already discussed in Chapter 1.10. For the exper-

imental purposes we use a CMI setup of reflecting type (see Fig: 5.1).

In this case the illumination arm (PSA) position remains unchanged; whereas

the detection arm (PSG) is in front of the scene to collect the scattered light.
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Figure 5.1: CMI setup [in experimental co-ordinate (X,Y)] of reflective type
is composed of five parts: (i) coherent source (LASER). (ii) Polarization state
generator (PSG) is composed of several components: a linear polarizer (LP1), and
two liquid crystals (LC1 and LC2) with their respective fast eigen axes at angles
θ1 and θ2 with respect to the X, while δ1 and δ2 are the phase differences occurred
between polarization components of the incident light along the fast axis and slow
axis of the liquid crystals, while passing through LC1 and LC2 respectively. (iii)
Scattering/reflective object. (iv) Polarization state analyzer (PSA). It is exactly a
mirror image of the PSG with all the corresponding components i.e. liquid crystal
retarders (LC3 and LC4) and linear polarizer (LP2). Similar to PSG components,
we define the orientation and dephasing properties of respective PSA components
as θ′1, θ

′
2, δ

′
1 and δ′2. (v) Detector (CCD). LBED and LBEC are respectively a

diverging and a large diameter converging lens used for collimation as well to
have larger beam size. Lobj is an objective lens to image the object into the CCD.
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There are few new optical elements which are added in Fig: 5.1 with respect to the

simple setup shown in Fig: 1.5. These elements are beam expander and objective.

The combination of diverging lens (LBED) and large diameter converging lens

(LBEC) is used to expand the laser beam and thus illuminate larger part of the

object with nearly a plane wavefront. Indeed by the use of plane wavefront

we significantly improve the polarization homogeneity across illumination area,

which is absolutely necessary for polarization imaging. Furthermore we use the

objective (Lobj) in the detection arm to image the object plane in the CCD plane.

5.3 Calibration of all the liquid crystals

For proper illumination and detection we need to calibrate four liquid crystals

LC1, LC2, LC3 LC4 one at a time. We use different level of voltages to provide

variable phase shift between the orthogonal components of polarization. We send

a specific input state which is vertically polarized with wavelength λ equals to

532 nm and at temperature T = 220C and read the final output states. Liquid

crystals are considered to be a perfect variable retarder. By changing the voltage

applied on the crystal we introduce different scalar retardance while keeping the

retardance eigen axis same. For each of the liquid crystals, we plot all the mea-

sured output polarization states for different input voltages on Poincaré sphere.

Those states should be aligned in a circular path according to the birefringence

property. Then, we find best circle fitting using the data points in (S1, S2, S3)

and thus obtain the vector perpendicular to the plane of the circle, which is the

direction of the retardance vector. The retardance eigen axes of each of the liq-

uid crystals are shown with blue arrows in the Fig: 5.2, while the red dots are

depicting the measured output Stokes vectors for each liquid crystals for differ-

ent applied voltages. The exact values of the eigen directions for all LC’s are

mention in the Tab: 5.1. From the Fig: 5.2, in case of LC2 and LC4, we can

clearly observe that upon increment of voltages, the position of respective states

are not along a perfect circular path but deviates. As the voltage across the LC’s

increases the temperature of it also gets higher and which in turn leads to a slight

variation in the direction of the retardance eigen axis. We also choose to keep the

experimental operation within the minimal voltage region which is just enough
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for a complete rotation of the input polarization state.

Figure 5.2: Linear vertical polarization incidents on Liquid crystals LC1, LC2,

LC3 and LC4. For different voltages applied on each of the LC’s we get different

output states which are shown by red dots on Poincaré sphere representation

(S1, S2, S3) in the respective images. Blue arrow in each case shows the direction

of the retardance vector.

From the above data, for each of the LC’s, we measure the rotation angle of

the output polarization around the retardance axis and thus get the scalar retar-

dance with respect to applied voltage on it as shown in Fig: 5.3. We can clearly

confirm that the phase shifts among the orthogonal components of the incoming
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Table 5.1: Fast axes of retardance of liquid crystals

LC1 LC2 LC3 LC4

1 1 1 1
0.7488 0.7431 -0.6129 0.8064
-0.6627 0.6685 -0.7901 -0.5913
-0.0032 0.0291 0.0059 -0.0121

polarisation due to the liquid crystals for different applied voltages on them are

not linear. To take those deviations into account, we use linear interpolation

between the adjacent data to find any voltage from any scalar retardance and

vice-versa. Thus, we complete the calibration of each of the liquid crystals and

which is being used for the next part of the development of the hybrid imaging

system.

Figure 5.3: Voltage(in Volt) versus scalar retardance (in degrees) curve for liquid

crystals LC1, LC2, LC3 and LC4.
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5.4 Modification of CMI setup and all possible

polarization state generator and projector

Due to predefined eigen axes of the liquid crystals in experimental situation, we

cannot generate all the polarimetric states using PSG arm. This can be explained

by simple simulation of the PSG arm. In Fig: 5.4(i), we can see for our input

state (= [1,−1, 0, 0]′), certain regions in the right and left part on the Poincaré

sphere is not accessible. In fact, it can be confirmed from the Tab: 5.1 that

the eigen axes of both LC1 and LC2 lie almost on the S1, S2 plane. Again our

input state is also along S2. Considering the above scenario, we can never make

sequential rotations along the great circles on Poincaré sphere for LC1 and LC2

in combination and thus we can’t reach all possible states on Poincaré sphere.

Figure 5.4: Ensemble of output states shown with blue dots for an input vertically

polarized light interacting with all possible voltage combinations of LC1, LC2 and

(i): without λ/4; (ii): with λ/4 at 450 inclination. Starget = (1,−0.78, 0.57, 0.25)

is marked with red colour dot.

To sort the problem out, we suggest that, if we start with our initial state

lying in the perpendicular to the plane containing the eigen axes of LC’s, we

can reach all the state. Hence, we add a λ/4 waveplate at 450 with respect to

X after the vertical polarizer in the PSG arm, and thus reach a right circular
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state (= [1, 0, 0, 1]′) which is almost in the perpendicular plane of the eigen axes

of both the LC’s. Though there are other solutions possible but considering

our mechanical constraints the above solution is used. The simulation of the all

output states for combination of all possible voltages in the LC1 and LC2 after

addition of a λ/4 is shown in the Fig: 5.4(ii).

Next we investigate the PSA arm to detect all possible state. As expected,

experimentally we observe that all possible states cannot be detected either. The

reason is similar that we can’t modify all possible input polarization by the LC3

and LC4 combination to reach a vertical polarization at the entrance of the verti-

cal polarizer LP2 in the Fig: 5.1. We decide to add another λ/4 waveplate at 450

with respect to X at the PSA arm between LP2 and LC4 in the setup shown in

the Fig: 5.6. Then we simulate the detection arm and find that any input states

can be projected vertically. In the next part, we investigate the modified PSA

and PSG arm and their performance.

5.5 Liquid crystals pair in illumination and de-

tection arm and the hybrid CMI-APSCI sys-

tem

In this part of experimental work, our target is not only to test performance of

the liquid crystal combinations but also to finalize their positioning in the hybrid

imaging system. To start with we introduce a λ/4 plate after LP1 in the CMI

setup Fig: 5.1. Then we tried to generate few polarization states spreading all

over the Poincaré sphere. The obtained results are very promising and is shown

in the Fig: 5.5. In the horizontal axis of the Fig: 5.5, we plot all the target

polarization states, while in the vertical axis we designate the deviation of the

target and achieved state measure by the distance between them in (S1, S2, S3)

co-ordinate. The mean of the deviation for all the states is equal to 0.013 and is

plotted as a straight line. Considering the maximum deviation possible is equal

to 2, thanks to our new PSA setup, we are able to reach a polarimetric accuracy

of 0.65%. At this point, we confirm that the experimental room temperature

varies within 10C. At this point, it is worthy to mention that as the polarization
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imaging setup is very sensitive, we need to design the mechanical components

for the PSA and PSG arms for sequential addition of the optical elements, which

restricts the possible movement of the optical components. Hence, in a nutshell

the principle is that once an element is added it is not removed further. In

the next part we investigate the LC3, LC4 and the second λ/4 combination, by

keeping the generator arm fixed in the setup. The result shows degradation in

the detection with respect to illumination by only PSG. In PSA, from the Fig:

5.5, the mean of the deviation between all the target and achieved states are

around 0.056 which is equivalent to 2.8% polarimetric precision. This result can

be explained from the fact that the testing of PSA has been done in presence of

PSG which introduces an initial error and then the error is propagated further

because of the error introduced by the calibration of the each of the liquid crystals

in the PSA arms.

Figure 5.5: Cartesian distance in Poincaré sphere between target and achieved po-

larization states with (LC1, LC2) combination for different target states. Similar

plot for (LC3, LC4) combination but in presence of (LC1, LC2) in the illumination

arm.

We have to keep in mind that the polarization purity will further degrade in
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Figure 5.6: Hybrid CMI-APSCI setup [in experimental co-ordinate (X,Y)] of
reflective type is composed of five parts: (i) coherent source (LASER). (ii) Polar-
ization state generator (PSG) is composed of several components: a linear polar-
izer (LP1), a λ/4 waveplate at 450 and two liquid crystals (LC1 and LC2) with
their respective fast eigen axes at angles θ1 and θ2 with respect to the X, while
δ1 and δ2 are the phase differences occurred between polarization components of
the incident light along the fast axis and slow axis of the liquid crystals, while
passing through LC1 and LC2 respectively. (iii) Scattering/reflective object. (iv)
Polarization state analyzer (PSA). It is exactly a mirror image of the PSG with
all the corresponding components i.e. liquid crystal retarders (LC3 and LC4), a
λ/4 waveplate at 450 and a linear polarizer (LP2). Similar to PSG components,
we define the orientation and dephasing properties of respective PSA components
as θ′1, θ

′
2, δ

′
1 and δ′2. (v) Detector (CCD). LBED and LBEC are respectively a

diverging and a large diameter converging lens. Lobj is an objective lens.
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presence of other optics such as beam expander in imaging situation. Finally we

place the mechanically fixed PSA in the detection arm aligning with object and

camera. We also need to modify the Mueller imaging voltages for the generator

and analyzer arm because of the introduction of the quarter waveplates in the

setup. The hybrid CMI-APSCI setup is shown below in Fig: 5.6. For finalization

of the imaging setup, we need to do eigen calibration method to determine the

quality of the Mueller bench in presence of the new added optical elements.

5.6 Calibration technique of Mueller imaging bench

The calibration of the Mueller bench is done as stated by E. Compain et. al [1].

The calibration method involves calibration of PSG as well as PSA and can be

applied to our hybrid CMI-APSCI system. This part is really important in order

to find the optimal setup with good conditionment or quality factor for the setup.

The general procedure uses the eigen value calibration method (ECM). ECM can

be used for both transmissive as well as reflective type of imaging system at a

certain wavelength λ. For our case λ = 532nm. As our imaging configuration is

of reflective type, homogeneously anodized aluminum plate is used for scattering

purposes. In the ECM, the PSG and PSA are represented by their corresponding

4× 4 matrices W and A, and their 32 elements are then evaluated by using three

or more reference completely known samples in the imaging setup. In our case,

we use following three samples:

• (i) horizontal polarizer,

• (ii) vertical polarizer and

• (iii) λ/4 waveplate at 450 with respect to the vertical polarizer.

For each of the reference sample we perform 16 imaging acquisitions. The

considered references are smooth and polarimetrically isotropic and perfect linear

polarizers. The optical characteristics of the samples are determined during the

calibration from the eigen values of the measured matrices and can provide a good

measure about the calibration technique as we have assumed that the reference

sample optical properties are completely known. ECM does not require accurate
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alignment of the various optical elements, as it does not involve any first-order

approximation. But as we are going to use the same imaging condition for APSCI

which demands extreme polarimetric sensitivity and spatial homogeneity, we keep

the optical alignment as accurate as possible. Keeping in mind all the above

mentioned reason along with the efficient error control ability, ECM is widely

used for any Mueller imaging setup calibration [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and thus also in our

case. We reach a quality or conditionment factor as defined in [1] of 0.56 which

is very close to theoretical maximum value. Thus our hybrid CMI-APSCI system

is ready for further experimentation.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, at first we explain the CMI setup of reflecting type and then

elaborate the implementation procedure of APSCI by proper modification of the

setup without affecting the CMI as it is a precondition of APSCI. We add a

collimation setup not only to make a homogeneous intensity illumination area

on the object but also to have polarization purity. Spatially homogeneously

polarized illumination is necessary for both CMI and APSCI. Then we calibrate

each of the four liquid crystals in a particular way which leads to a precision in

retardance direction of around 10. Furthermore, we introduce a quarter waveplate

in the PSG arm in order to generate all possible fully polarized states and also

in the PSA arm of the setup to be able to project any polarization states on all

possible polarization direction. We also explain the procedure of introduction and

calibration of one optical element after another for minimizing the experimental

error propagation by preceding optics in the setup. By shooting some target states

spreading all over the Poincaré sphere, we characterize the polarization precision

of PSA as well as PSG but in combination with PSA. With a change of around

10C in the temperature of the experimental room, we can reach a polarization

precision of around 1% in both the illumination and projection arms separately.

The precision deteriorates up to around 3% in the detection capability of the

whole hybrid imaging system because of gradual increment of experimental error

propagation by preceding optics. We finally follow the eigen calibration method

with the new setup and reach a very high quality factor of 0.56 [1]. Thus we
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successfully implement hybrid CMI-APSCI system which can be used to acquire

images of any polarimetric scene.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In the thesis work, we study extensively the adaptive polarimetric excitation of

different polarimetric scene using fully polarized coherent illumination leading us

to an efficient two channel imaging technique. This new imaging technique is

called Adapted Polarization State Contrast Imaging (APSCI). The novelties of

APSCI over other polarimetric imaging techniques are the following:

• use of polarization adaptive to the scene,

• only two image acquisitions,

• takes into account the global polarimetric difference between segments of a

polarimetric scene.

Like any other adaptive system, which needs a prior knowledge in order to

adapt itself, APSCI is based on initial evaluation of Mueller matrices of the scene

segmented into parts with several polarimetric properties. All over the thesis,

we consider the simplest case of a scene with only two segments having different

polarimetric properties. In practice any multi-segmented polarimetric scene can

be studied by sequentially considering only two segments at a time.

The polarimetric property of an object can be described completely by the

corresponding Mueller matrix of dimension 4 × 4, having 16 degrees of freedom

(DOFs). Each of these DOFs can be attributed to the currently accepted funda-

mental polarimetric properties which are birefringence, dichroism, depolarization

and polarizance. The well-established method to find the Mueller matrix of a
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polarimetric object is known as classical Mueller imaging (CMI). We use CMI for

the initial evaluation of scene and thus we obtain the Mueller matrices of each of

the segments. With this initially evaluated Mueller matrices, we further develop

the theory to find out the specific polarization state or states by which if we can

excite the scene the responses of each of the segments of the scene will be farthest

in Poincaré sphere.

If the two output polarization for an illumination of a scene with two polari-

metric segments, are orthogonal to each other, we can fully block one of them

while let the other to pass through completely and which eventually leads to the

highest imaging contrast between the two segments. Again orthogonal states are

completely opposite to each other and hence they are farthest in the Poincaré

sphere. These above mentioned observations are the basis of one of the two main

assumption of APSCI which are:

• The further the Cartesian distance between the two output polarizations

from respective segments, the higher is the imaging contrast.

• All the optimized illuminations are fully polarized.

We address in this thesis the full analytical and graphical analysis of the

ensemble of solutions of specific incident states, by introducing 3-Distance Eigen

Space and thus explaining the underlying physical structure of APSCI. The math-

ematical solution helps us to quantify the limits of APSCI method based on

evaluated Mueller matrices of the scene. Furthermore, we also optimize the two

projection states.

To study the performance of APSCI and its added improvement over CMI,

at first we compare the contrast achieved from each of them only in the presence

of shot noise at detector. It is important to mention that comparison is done

between CMI and APSCI considering same number of intensity acquisition. We

use Bhattacharyya distance as the contrast parameter for the comparative stud-

ies of the methods when the scene is subjected to different signal to noise ratio

(SNR). We find APSCI is showing a gain in contrast of the order of 10 at even a
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low SNR with respect to what is achieved from CMI.

As our illumination is coherent, we simulate some imaging situation both for

the APSCI and CMI associated with polar decomposition in the presence of fully

and partially polarized circular Gaussian speckle noise. The results show that the

performance of APSCI remains relatively robust and often better than that of

CMI. Moreover, as APSCI optimizes the polarimetric contrast combining dichro-

ism, birefringence and depolarization properties simultaneously and thus taking

into account the cumulative difference between the polarimetric parts of the scene

arises from all the 16 DOFs, it exhibits remarkably high performance compared

to CMI when the object and background exhibit multiple polarimetric behaviour.

The last part of work is related to experiments and it is worth noting that

spatially homogeneously polarized illumination is necessary for both CMI and

APSCI. We successfully implement APSCI system with in a CMI setup but at

the same time not to affect the performance of latter as it is precondition of

APSCI. We calibrate each of the four liquid crystals, of which two are used in

the illumination arm and the remaining two are placed in the detection arm,

in a particular way which leads to a precision in retardance direction of around

10. By the introduction of a quarter waveplate in each of the illumination and

detection arms, we can generate and detect all possible polarization states. We

also explain the procedure of sequential addition and calibration optical elements

to minimize the experimental error propagation by preceding optics in the in the

setup. Thus the new hybrid CMI-APSCI system exhibits a performance in terms

of polarization precision of the order of 1% when the temperature varies within

10C separately for PSG and PSA. The precision deteriorates up to around 3% in

the detection capability of the whole hybrid imaging system because of gradual

increment of experimental error propagation by preceding optics. Finally, this

hybrid imaging system is subjected to eigen calibration method and is shown to

reach a high quality factor of 0.56.

As we all know any conclusion leads to many new introductions, I try to

summarize few possible lines of investigation for future research. Firstly, we can
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challenge the very assumption of fully polarized illumination used for APSCI.

For example, in presence of sample with polarizance property we can expect a

partially polarized or a fully unpolarized light for specific illumination can lead

to a better optimization imaging contrast and hence there can be a more general

theoretical study to find out the optimal state by expanding the set of possible

solutions including partially polarized light.

We can also challenge the Poincaré sphere representation as we cannot depict

the total energy of the light in this representation. Though in this thesis, we

choose to show the reduction of the length of Stokes vectors inside the Poincaré

sphere for both the partially polarized light and the fully polarized light with de-

creased energy (for example after the interaction with dichroic sample) depending

on situation but a more general way of representation can be of immense help.

Probably this new way of representation can be basis of a new APSCI considering

partially polarized illumination.

We show here the limitation of Bhattacharyya distance as contrast param-

eter and hence there can be development related to new parameter to measure

contrast considering not only the overlapping region between the intensity his-

tograms from two region but also considering the separation between the mean

intensities from each part.

Regarding the possibility of inclusion of other known imaging techniques into

APSCI for addition of complementary information, we can investigate multi-

wavelength illumination to bring frequency response of a scene on the top of

polarization response to improve detection at low SNR condition. Again to-

mography technique can be applied within APSCI to gather three dimensional

polarization map of object.

Similarly considering the reverse problem of APSCI which is to achieve least

contrast between two polarimetric regions, we may come out with interesting

ideas such as polarimetric cloak which possibly can find its application in the

cryptography field.
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Experimental fruition of APSCI-CMI hybrid setup opens the door for many

future applications. Our laboratory is primarily interested on applications in

medical domain such as powerful and non-invasive technique for accurate detec-

tion of dysplastic areas in case of tumour ablation.
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PSG components, we define the orientation and dephasing prop-

erties of respective PSA components as θ′1, θ
′
2, δ

′
1 and δ′2. (v)

Detector (CCD). LBED and LBEC are respectively a diverging and

a large diameter converging lens. Lobj is an objective lens. . . . . 97
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Résumé

L’imagerie de Mueller (CMI) permet de mesurer la totalité des pro-

priétés polarimétriques d’un objet. Celui-ci peut être décrit par sa

matrice de Mueller qui contient 16 degrés de liberté. Ces derniers

décrivent les propriétés de biréfringence, de dichrosme, de dépolarisation

et de polarisance.

L’imagerie de Mueller consiste à illuminer la scène avec 4 états pola-

rimétriques déterminés et à projeter l’onde rétrodiffusée ou transmise

par l’objet, sur 4 autres états de polarisation, avant d’atteindre le

détecteur matriciel qui génère l’image. Ces états polarimétriques sont

choisis pour minimiser la propagation des erreurs expérimentales lors

des inversions matricielles permettant la reconstruction de la matrice

de Mueller de l’objet.

Hors il s’avère que dans le cas de scènes difficiles (i.e. à faible rapport

signal sur bruit), le contraste polarimétrique entre 2 objets de nature

distincte peu s’avérer trop faible pour les distinguer. D’autre part,

l’information contenue dans les 16 degrés de liberté de la matrice de

Mueller de l’objet mène à 16 images ce qui rend difficile l’extraction

de l’information pertinente.

Nous proposons dans cette thèse d’étudier une méthode d’imagerie qui

s’adapte à la scène étudiée en utilisant des états polarimétriques choi-

sis sur critères physiques pour optimiser le contraste polarimétrique

entre 2 zones aux propriétés polarimétriques différentes. En prenant

en compte le bruit de Grenaille du détecteur, cette nouvelle technique

d’imagerie à 2 canaux nommée APSCI (Adapted Polarimetric State

Contrast Imaging) montre un gain en contraste quantifié par la dis-

tance de Bhattacharyya pouvant atteindre un facteur 10 par rapport



à l’imagerie de Mueller. D’autre part, elle utilise la totalité de l’in-

formation polarimétrique de la scène pour générer une seule image

au contraste optimum ce qui la rend particulièrement performante

pour distinguer deux zones aux propriétés polarimétriques légèrement

différentes.

Après un chapitre introduisant les différents formalismes mathématiqu-

es de Stokes et de Mueller, nous proposons un chapitre d’illustra-

tion de différentes propriétés polarimétriques. Dans ce chapitre nous

démontrons comment les propriétés polarimétriques affectent préféren-

tiellement certains états polarimétriques incidents en fonction de leur

position sur la sphère de Poincaré. Les observations proposées suggèrent

que des états polarimétriques sont plus ou moins adaptés à une scène

pour optimiser le contraste entre 2 zones aux propriétés polarimétriques

différentes. Cette partie pose donc la problématique de trouver les

états polarimétriques à utiliser pour optimiser un contraste quelles

que soient les propriétés polarimétriques de la scène étudiée.

La solution analytique complète de ce problème est proposée au cha-

pitre suivant avec des illustrations associées. Le modèle proposé per-

met, en plus d’une interprétation physique, de quantifier les perfor-

mances limites de la méthode APSCI en fonction des matrices de

Mueller des 2 objets à discerner. Le chapitre suivant est consacré à

l’étude des performances de cette méthode soumise au bruit optique

de tavelure de cible (‘speckle’). Les simulations numériques montrent

que les performances de cette méthode en terme de contraste pola-

rimétrique restent relativement robustes et souvent très supérieures à

celles obtenues par l’imagerie de Mueller classique. Le dernier chapitre

consiste à décrire l’implémentation expérimentale nécessaire à l’adap-

tation d’un imageur de Mueller en imageur APSCI en vue d’obtenir

un imageur hybride Mueller/APSCI. La méthode APSCI nécessite de

pouvoir utiliser en émission et en projection lors de la détection, n’im-

porte quel état polarimétrique contrairement à l’imagerie de Mueller



où seulement 4 états sont utilisés. Nous décrivons les modifications

que nous avons apportées au système et obtenons une précision sur

les composantes de Stokes des états générés de l’ordre de 1% lorsque

la température ambiante reste stable à 10C près.
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Chapitre 1

Introduction à l’imagerie

polarimétrique

Les techniques d’imagerie polarimétrique utilisent d’une part la nature vec-

torielle de l’onde électromagnétique et d’autre part le fait que la plupart des

scènes étudiées sont susceptibles de modifier l’état polarimétrique d’une onde

(plasma [1], tissues biologiques [2], object astronomiques [3]). Ainsi, par la na-

ture vectorielle d’un tel système d’imagerie, celui-ci contient des informations

supplémentaires par rapport à un système d’imagerie classique que l’on pourrait

qualifier de scalaire.

Dans ce chapitre, nous introduisons quelques notions élémentaires sur la po-

larisation de la lumière en commenant par rappeler le formalisme de Stokes qui

caractérise complètement l’état polarimétrique d’une onde, même partiellement

polarisée. La représentation géométrique des états polarimétriques complètement

et partiellement polarisés dans la sphère de Poincaré est ensuite décrite. Nous

introduisons la matrice de Mueller qui permet de décrire toute réponse pola-

rimétrique d’un objet, même partiellement dépolarisant.

Dans le cadre de l’interaction laser matière, nous décrivons ensuite les prin-

cipales propriétés polarimétriques rencontrées : le dichröısme, la biréfringence, la

dépolarisation et la polarisance. Enfin, dans un cadre plus applicatif, nous exa-

1



minons le fonctionnement d’un imageur de Mueller utilisant 4 cristaux liquides

nématiques comme lames déphasantes variables. Ces derniers nous permettent de

générer à l’émission et à la détection, 4 états polarimétriques utilisés pour l’ac-

quisition des 16 images nécessaires. Ces états sont choisis de manière à minimiser

propagation des bruits expérimentaux lors des inversions matricielles nécessaires

à la reconstruction de la matrice de Mueller de l’objet étudié.
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Chapitre 2

Simulation graphique de

l’interaction polarimétrique

En fonction de l’état de polarisation de la lumière incidente, un objet présenta-

nt des propriétés polarimétriques peut, par diffusion, modifier cet état de manière

notable ou le laisser inaltéré. Un exemple simple est celui de la lame quart d’onde.

Si on l’éclaire avec une polarisation linéaire parallèle à son axe propre, l’état po-

larimétrique de l’onde incidente reste inchangé après passage dans la lame. Au

contraire, une inclinaison de 45 degrés de l’état polarimétrique linéaire incident

par rapport à ce même axe propre engendrera un état polarimétrique circulaire,

donc très différent de l’état initial. Cette simple observation prouve que le choix

de l’état polarimétrique de l’illumination est essentiel pour optimiser la détection

des propriétés polarimétriques d’un objet, et plus généralement, pour discriminer

deux objets aux propriétés polarimétriques différentes.

Dans ce chapitre, nous proposons quelques exemples illustratifs concernant

l’effet de diverses propriétés polarimétriques en fonction de l’état polarimétrique

d’illumination. Afin de quantifier l’effet de ses propriétés sur l’état polarimétrique

d’illumination, nous définissons dans un premier temps une distance cartésienne

[1] dans la sphère de Poincaré entre les états polarimétriques initial et diffusé. Les

effets de biréfringence, dichröısme, dépolarisation et polarisance [2] sont étudiés.

Dans un second temps, nous reproduisons une étude similaire mais en faisant

4



intervenir cette fois 2 objets polarimétriques aux propriétés distinctes. Nous

définissons alors une nouvelle distance cartésienne entre les vecteurs de Stokes

diffusés par ces 2 objets. Cette dernière distance dépend elle aussi de l’état pola-

rimétrique d’illumination et on s’aperoit qu’en fonction de celui-ci, elle peut varier

fortement ce qui implique qu’il existe un ou des états optimums d’illumination

permettant de distinguer de manière optimale les 2 objets d’intérêt.

Ce chapitre représente une introduction au Chapitre 3 qui consistera à trou-

ver de manière analytique, les états polarimétriques en illumination et détection

qui permettront d’optimiser le contraste polarimétrique entre 2 zones d’intérêt,

et ceci quelques soient les propriétés polarimétriques de ces zones.
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Chapitre 3

Imagerie de contraste par états

de polarisation adaptés

L’imagerie polarimétrique appliquée à la détection et à la caractérisation d’ob-

jets a connu un certain essor ces dernières années dans des domaines assez variés.

Citons la détection d’objets immergés [1, 2], le repérage d’objets en milieu dif-

fusant [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] et la détection d’inhomogénéités dans des tissus biologiques [8].

On peut distinguer 3 principales catégories de systèmes d’imagerie polarimétriq-

ue : les polarimètres de Mueller [9, 10, 11], les polarimètres de Stokes [12, 13] et les

systèmes d’imagerie à 2 canaux [3, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Un polarimètre de Mueller est

composé d’un générateur d’états de polarisation (PSG) et d’un analyseur d’états

de polarisation (PSA) qui, de manière respective, génèrent et analysent la lumière

qui les traverse par l’utilisation de 4 états polarimétriques indépendants. Ainsi, à

l’aide de 4 états polarimétriques successifs générés par le PSG et de la projection

de la lumière rétrodiffusée par l’objet suivant 4 autres états polarimétriques, on

obtient 16 valeurs d’intensité qui nous permettent de reconstruire la matrice de

Mueller et ainsi de caractériser de manière complète les propriétés polarimétriques

d’un objet.

Un polarimètre de Stokes ne contient que le PSA et peut ainsi mesurer l’état

de polarisation de la lumière diffusée par un objet, mais sans disposer d’infor-
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mation précise sur l’état polarimétrique de l’onde incidente donnant naissance à

cette diffusion.

Dans le cas des systèmes d’imagerie à 2 canaux, la scène est illuminée avec un

seul état de polarisation rectiligne et la lumière diffusée est analysée suivant les

polarisations parallèles et perpendiculaires à la polarisation incidente. On obtient

ainsi 2 images d’intensité qui peuvent être soustraites pour former une image

de contraste [14, 15]. Il a été montré récemment que dans le cas où le milieu

est purement dépolarisant, la différence de ces 2 images d’intensité divisée par

leur somme représentait un estimateur particulièrement efficace du degré de po-

larisation, en raison de sa forte proximité à la borne de Cramer Rao [18]. Cette

technique d’imagerie a déjà montré sa capacité à révéler des contrastes qui n’ap-

paraissaient pas dans des images conventionnelles de reflectance [2, 3, 14].

Il est important de noter que les états de polarisation utilisés dans les polarimètres

de Stokes et de Mueller sont généralement choisis pour minimiser les corrélations

induites par le bruit entre les mesures successives d’intensité, ceci dans le but

de minimiser la propagation des erreurs dans la reconstruction de la matrice de

Mueller à partir des intensités recueillies expérimentalement [10, 11, 13, 19]. De

telles optimisations impliquent l’utilisation d’états elliptiques précis.

Concernant les méthodes d’imagerie à 2 canaux, seuls des états de polarisa-

tion linéaires ou circulaires ont été utilisés jusqu’à présent. Dans le but d’obtenir

un contraste polarimétrique optimum entre un objet et un fond, nous proposons

une nouvelle méthode susceptible d’utiliser potentiellement tous les états pola-

rimétriques de la sphère de Poincaré pour exciter la scène. La méthode proposée

consiste à déterminer les états polarimétriques à utiliser en illumination et en

détection afin d’obtenir un contraste optimum, quelques soient les propriétés po-

larimétriques de l’objet et du fond. Plus précisément, il s’agit de trouver le ou

l’ensemble des états d’incidence spécifiques au couple objet/fond qui provoquera

une rétrodiffusion de l’objet et du fond caractérisée par des états polarimétriques

les plus distants possible sur la sphère de Poincaré [20], ceci dans le but de pouvoir

au mieux discriminer leur projection sur des états polarimétriques de détection

adéquats lors du passage de l’onde dans l’analyseur d’états de polarisation. Afin
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d’adapter de la sorte les états de polarisation à chaque scène, il est nécessaire de

pratiquer une première évaluation des propriétés polarimétriques de cette scène

par une imagerie de Mueller.

Nous proposons dans un premier temps d’introduire le formalisme analytique

et les équations associées à la méthode que nous avons baptisée “Adapted Pola-

rization State Contrast Imaging” (APSCI) pour imagerie de contraste par

états polarimétriques adaptés [21, 22].

Nous resolvons ensuite l’ensemble solution des états adaptés de manière exacte

puis proposons une analyse graphique associée. Ensuite, nous étudions quelques

scènes génériques d’objet/fond faisant intervenir les propriétés de diatténuation,

de retardance et de dépolarisation. Une modélisation de Monte Carlo est uti-

lisée afin d’introduire le bruit de Grenaille du détecteur dans un cas d’imagerie

cohérente à faible flux lumineux. Les contrastes polarimétriques obtenus dans ces

conditions sont ensuite quantifiés par la distance de Bhattacharyya [23] pour être

comparés aux autres contrastes polarimétriques que l’on peut obtenir dans le cas

d’une imagerie de Mueller classique, associée ou non à sa décomposition polaire

[24].
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Chapitre 4

Effet du bruit optique de speckle

sur la méthode APSCI

Nous proposons dans ce chapitre d’étudier les performances de la méthode

APSCI en tenant compte du bruit optique de speckle [1] en plus du bruit de

Grenaille [2] du détecteur. Nous considérons une illumination monochromatique

et des conditions de rugosités de l’objet et du fond générant un speckle circu-

laire Gaussien éventuellement partiellement polarisé. En outre, nous considérons

toujours la propagation numérique des erreurs dans le calcul des données pola-

rimétriques à partir des données acquises de manière brute. Nous examinons ainsi

les conséquences du bruit de speckle sur les situations précédemment étudiées. A

savoir, l’observation des différences de propriétés polarimétriques (biréfringence,

dichröısme et dépolarisation) entre l’objet et le fond.

Ainsi, pour différentes situations polarimétriques, nous avons étudié de manière

comparative l’effet d’un speckle circulaire Gaussien [3, 4] totalement ou partiel-

lement polarisé et pleinement développé [5], sur la méthode APSCI et l’image-

rie classique de Mueller (associée à la décomposition polaire). Nous observons

qu’en dépit du bruit du speckle supplémentaire à fort contraste, l’utilisation

des états de polarisation adaptés en illumination et en détection améliore sen-

siblement le contraste polarimétrique entre un objet et son fond par rapport à

l’imagerie classique de Mueller, même lorsque les données pertinentes en sont
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extraites par la décomposition polaire. En outre, la méthode APSCI optimise le

contraste polarimétrique en combinant les propriétés de dichröısme, biréfringence

et de dépolarisation en même temps, et montre ainsi en général des performances

particulièrement intéressantes lorsque la scène étudiée montre de multiples pro-

priétés polarimétriques simultanément [6]. La remarque précédente rend cette

technique très prometteuse pour des applications médicales car les tissus bio-

logiques présentent souvent plusieurs propriétés polarimétriques simultanément.

Notamment, la méthode proposée pourrait s’avérer puissante et non invasive pour

la délimitation précise de zones dysplasiques et néoplasiques en cas d’ablation de

tumeur.
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Chapitre 5

La mise en œuvre expérimentale

de système hybride CMI-APSCI

Ce chapitre propose dans un premier temps une méthode originale de calibra-

tion des cristaux liquides nématiques utilisés dans un imageur de Mueller (CMI)

[1]. Celle-ci permet de déterminer de manière précise les axes propres des cris-

taux ainsi que leurs réponses en biréfringence en fonction de la tension qui leur

est appliquée.

Des essais expérimentaux montrent que l’on peut obtenir une précision de

l’ordre du pourcent en distance euclidienne, entre l’état polarimétrique désiré et

l’état effectivement généré.

Dans un second temps, une modification expérimentale d’un imageur de Muel-

ler est proposée en vu de lui implémenter la méthode de contraste polarimétrique

adaptée APSCI. Cette modification se donne pour contrainte de conserver les

mêmes axes propres des cristaux liquides nématiques utilisés pour l’imagerie de

Mueller car ceux-ci permettent des conditionnements matriciels optimums [2, 3].

Cette amélioration expérimentale consiste à ajouter une lame quart d’onde dans

le générateur et dans l’analyseur d’états de polarisation et permet ainsi de générer

aussi bien à l’émission qu’à la détection n’importe quel état polarimétrique, ce

qui est nécessaire à l’implémentation complète de la méthode APSCI.
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Chapitre 6

Conclusions

L’imagerie de Mueller permet de mesurer la totalité des propriétés pola-

rimétriques d’un objet. Celui-ci peut être décrit par sa matrice de Mueller qui

contient 16 degrés de liberté. Ces derniers décrivent les propriétés de biréfringence,

de dichröısme, de dépolarisation et de polarisance. De manière expérimentale,

l’imagerie de Mueller consiste à illuminer la scène avec 4 états polarimétriques

déterminés et à projeter l’onde rétrodiffusée ou transmise par l’objet, sur 4 autres

états de polarisation, avant d’atteindre le détecteur matriciel qui génère l’image.

Ces états polarimétriques sont choisis pour minimiser la propagation des erreurs

expérimentales lors des inversions matricielles permettant la reconstruction de la

matrice de Mueller de l’objet.

Hors il s’avère que dans le cas de scènes difficiles à faible rapport signal à

bruit, le contraste polarimétrique entre 2 objets de nature distincte peu s’avérer

trop faible pour les distinguer. D’autre part, l’information contenue dans les 16

degrés de liberté de la matrice de Mueller de l’objet mène à 16 images ce qui rend

difficile l’extraction de l’information pertinente.

Partant des observations précédentes, nous avons étudié une méthode d’ima-

gerie qui s’adapte à la scène étudiée en utilisant des états polarimétriques choisis

sur critères physiques pour optimiser le contraste polarimétrique entre 2 zones aux

propriétés polarimétriques différentes. En prenant en compte le bruit de Grenaille

du détecteur, cette nouvelle technique d’imagerie à 2 canaux nommée APSCI
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(Adapted Polarimetric State Contrast Imaging) a montré un gain en contraste

quantifié par la distance de Bhattacharyya pouvant atteindre un facteur 10 par

rapport à l’imagerie de Mueller. Elle possède aussi l’avantage d’utiliser la tota-

lité de l’information polarimétrique de la scène pour générer une seule image au

contraste optimum ce qui la rend particulièrement performante pour distinguer

deux zones aux propriétés polarimétriques multiples légèrement différentes.

Durant cette thèse, un modèle permettant la résolution analytique complète de

ce problème a été développé. Quelques illustrations pertinentes ont été proposées.

En plus d’une interprétation physique, ce modèle permet de quantifier (par une

analyse de valeurs propres) les performances limites de la méthode APSCI en

fonction des matrices de Mueller des 2 zones polarimétriques à discerner.

L’effet du bruit optique de tavelure de cible (i.e. l’effet du speckle) sur des per-

formances de la méthode APSCI a été étudié. Des simulations numériques Monte

Carlo montrent que les performances de cette méthode en terme de contraste

polarimétrique restent relativement robustes et souvent très supérieures à celles

obtenues par l’imagerie de Mueller classique.

Finalement, nous avons décrit l’implémentation expérimentale nécessaire à

l’adaptation d’un imageur de Mueller en imageur APSCI en vue d’obtenir un ima-

geur hybride Mueller/APSCI. La méthode APSCI nécessite de pouvoir utiliser en

émission et en projection lors de la détection, n’importe quel état polarimétrique

contrairement à l’imagerie de Mueller où seulement 4 états sont utilisés. Nous

décrivons les modifications que nous avons apportées au système et obtenons une

précision sur les composantes de Stokes des états générés de l’ordre de 1% lorsque

la température ambiante reste stable à 1 degré près.

La méthode APSCI pourra encore évoluer, notamment par la prise en compte

d’états d’illumination partiellement polarisés ou par sa généralisation au multi-

longueurs d’onde.

Des applications concernant l’imagerie de tissus biologiques semblent pro-
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metteuses. En effet ces tissus exhibent couramment plusieurs propriétés pola-

rimétriques simultanément et l’utilisation de la méthode APSCI devrait per-

mettre d’obtenir des contrastes polarimétriques expérimentaux optimum. Ceci

pourrait aider à étudier et discriminer des tissus sains de tissus dysplasiques ou

néoplasiques.
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